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Abstract
Oxidation of the amino acid methionine by peroxides in aqueous formulations of pro-
teins is a critical issue in the development of therapeutic products. It must be con-
trolled so that therapeutic proteins can maintain their activity. In addition, oxidized
therapeutics are undesirable due to their possible immunogenetic effects. An under-
standing of the mechanism and the factors that influence the reactivity of different
methionine sites toward oxidation is therefore important. In this thesis, computa-
tional methods are applied and developed to address these problems.

First, a mechanism by which peroxides oxidize the sulfur atom of methionine is
developed. The rate-limiting step was found to be the breaking of the 0-0 bond of
H2 02 and the formation of the S-O bond during which significant charge separation
is developed. The charge separation can be stabilized via specific interactions such as
hydrogen bonding with surrounding water molecules. This "water-mediated" mech-
anism of oxidation is consistent with experimental data such as those on activation
energies of oxidation and pH dependence of the rates of oxidation. Based on the
"water-mediated" mechanism, a structural property, average 2-shell water coordina-
tion number (2SWCN), has been shown to correlate well to the rates of oxidation of
different methionine groups in Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) and
in a Human Parathyroid hormone fragment (hPTH(1-34)). Including the dynamics
of protein and water molecules in an explicit manner was found to be important for
such correlation. Via combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical free
energy simulations, the activation free energies of the oxidation of methionine residues
in G-CSF are found to be equivalent to the values for the oxidation of free methionine.
Therefore, the environments surrounding different methionine sites in G-CSF mainly
provide spatial restriction to the access to the solvent but do not affect oxidation in
a specific manner, consistent with the good correlation between 2SWCN's and the
rates of oxidation.

A comprehensive picture of oxidation is thus developed. It allows an accurate
prediction of' protein oxidation, and provides a rationale for developing strategies
to control oxidation, such as modulating protein conformation via adding excipients.



This knowledge could aid in developing in a more rational manner solvent formulations
that protect therapeutic proteins against oxidation.

Thesis Supervisor: Bernhardt L. Trout
Title: Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering

Thesis Supervisor: Daniel I.C. Wang
Title: Institute Professor of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

With the advent of recombinant DNA technology, protein pharmaceuticals, including

functional regulators and supplements, enzyme activators and inhibitors, antibodies,

and various vaccines, have become indispensable in combating human diseases. In

developing a protein as a therapeutic product, one of the most difficult steps is to

deal with physical and chemical instabilities such as aggregation, deamidation and

oxidation (Cleland & Langer, 1994; Shahrokh, 1997; Wang, 1999; Meyer et al. , 2002).

If physical and/or chemical degradation pathways modify a protein molecule during

storage, the biological activity and immunogenicity of the molecule can be changed

as well. Therefore, chemical and physical instabilities need to be prevented in any

formulation of therapeutic proteins (Cleland et al. , 1993). The objective of protein

stabilization is thus to design a formulation to prevent physical and chemical insta-

bilities so that an acceptable shelf life (>2 years) can be achieved for a therapeutic

protein product. During storage, various degradation pathways can proceed at differ-

ent rates depending on the physical-chemical properties of the formulation (tempera-

ture, pH, ionic strength, additives, etc.) and the protein molecule (primary sequence,

tertiary structures, unfolding melting temperatures). The complexity of protein sys-

tems makes the design of formulation a difficult challenge, and is addressed currently

empirically. A detailed understanding of individual degradation pathway would be
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required for an accurate prediction of protein stability and is thus highly desired for

the formulation design of protein pharmaceuticals (Meyer et al. , 2002).

Oxidation is one of the major chemical instabilities of protein pharmaceuticals,

and the sidechains of methionine (Met), cysteine (Cys), histidine (His), tryptophan

(Trp) and tyrosine (Tyr) residues are potential sites for oxidative modification (Li

et al. , 1995). The thioether group of Met makes it the one of the amino acids most

liable to oxidation in an aqueous solution (Wang, 1999; Li et al., 1995). Potential re-

active oxygen species involves singlet oxygen, 102, superoxide radical, .0, peroxides,

ROOH, and hydroxyl radicals, OH. Active oxygen species may be introduced into

the formulation from impurities in the additives or be produced by light-catalyzed

or metal-catalyzed reactions (Stadtman & Oliver, 1991; Stadtman, 1992; Nguyan,

1994; Li et al. , 1995). Oxidation of methionine residues in protein molecules can

be roughly divided into two categories: non-site specific and site-specific reactions.

Non-site-specific reactions are those in which oxidation is affected by oxidants such

as peroxides or upon exposure to light (Matheson et al. , 1979; Vogt, 1995; Levine

et al. , 1996; Yao et al. , 1996; Gao et al. , 1998; Patten et al. , 1999; Yin et al.,

2000). Site-specific oxidation reactions are those in which reactive oxygen species are

generated at specific metal-binding sites catalyzed by transition metal ions (Levine,

1983; Mark & Chevion, 1985; Garland et al., 1986; Stadman, 1990; Eckardstein et al.

,1991; Stadtman, 1992; Sch6neich et al. , 1993; Stadtman, 1993; Schbneich et al.,

1997).

Of the residues susceptable to oxidation, methionine is the most important, since

the majority of the cases of protein oxidation identified thus far are related to mod-

ification of methionine (Cleland et al. , 1993). The covalent addition of an oxygen

atom to the sulfur atom of methionine changes the chemical properties of proteins

and generally leads to the loss of biological function. Examples of the proteins that

are destabilized by oxidation of methionine include Human a-1 Proteinase Inhibitor

(Matheson et al. , 1979), Calmodulin (Levine et al. , 1996; Gao et al. , 1998), Hu-

man parathoid hormone (Nabichi et al., 1998), Antithrombin (Patten et al., 1999),

Glutamine synthetase (Levine, 1983), al-antitrypsin (Griffiths & Cooney, 2002), and
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Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (Lu et al. , 1999). Early studies suggested

that the major reactive oxygen species responsible for the oxidation of methionine

residues in proteins in aqueous solutions are hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide

(Li et al. , 1995). Production of hydroxyl radicals is usually catalyzed by metal ions

that bind to specific sites of a protein, i.e., the "site-specific" oxidation (Stadtman &

Oliver, 1991; Stadtman, 1992; Li et al. , 1995). Oxidation then tends to ocur at or

near the specific catalytic sites. Oxidation by hydrogen peroxide, on the other hand,

can occur anywhere, and is thus "non-site-specific" oxidation (Cleland et al. , 1993;

Li et al., 1995).

In this thesis, the oxidation by peroxides of the amino acid methionine in proteins

in aqueous formulations, i.e., the non-site-specific oxidation, is addressed via molecu-

lar simulations. A specific focus is placed on elucidating the fundamental mechanism

of oxidation and the relationship of rates of oxidation to protein structures. The

detailed knowdege and understanding derived from this study should be useful in

developing better ways to control protein oxidation by peroxides.

1.2 The mechanism of "non-site-specific" oxida-

tion of methionine residues by peroxides

Peroxide molecules can be introduced into a formulation of therapeutic proteins by

a trace amount of impurities in the added excipients such as surfactants (Cleland

et al. , 1993; Wang, 1999). As a result, oxidation of proteins in a forced condition of

excess H202 is also one of the most commonly used models in order to understand

protein oxidation in solutions (Levine et al. , 1996; Nabichi et al. , 1998; Patten et al.

, 1999; Lu et al. , 1999; Griffiths & Cooney, 2002). Moreover, in the light-catalyzed

and metal-catalyzed oxidation pathways, peroxide molecules are often present as one

of the intermediates (Stadtman & Oliver, 1991; Cleland et al. , 1993; Stadtman,

1993; Nguyan, 1994; Li et al. , 1995), and may also contribute to the oxidative

modification of the protein substrate. These facts make the mechanism by which
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Figure 1-1: A mechanism for the oxidation of an organic sulfide by hydrogen peroxide.
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Figure 1-2: The acid-catabolized mechanism for the oxidation of an organic sulfide
by hydrogen peroxide.

peroxide molecules oxidize methionine residue an extremely important subject to

study in order to understand the oxidation of protein molecules.

Before 1968, the oxygen transfer from hydroperoxides to nucleophilic substrates in

solution was generally accepted to be an SN2 type displacement reaction as shown in

Figure 1-1 (Edwards, 1960; Ranky & Nelson, 1961). In this mechanism, the transfer

of oxygen is associated with a hydrogen shift to the distal oxygen. In 1968, Dankeff

et al. (Dankleff et al. , 1968), proposed the mechanism shown in Figure 1-2, based on

their data of solvent effects on the oxidation of thioxane by hydrogen peroxide. HA

in Figure 1-2 is a general acid, for example, a solvent molecule, and was thought to

serve as an intermediate agent which reduced the charge separation of the activation

complex via proton transfer. Specifically, they found that the rates of oxidation in
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different solvents correlate better to solvent acidity (pKa) than to solvent polarity

(dielectric constant). Moreover, transferring the reaction to an aprotic solvent lead

to an increase in the reaction order of hydrogen from 1 to 2, strong evidence that

the second hydrogen peroxide played the role of the generalized acid. The schematic

picture in Figure 1-2 has been generally accepted to be the mechanism of oxidation

of organic sulfides via peroxides (Bach et al. , 1991; Nguyan et al. , 1993; Nguyan,

1994; Bach et al. , 1994; Li et al. , 1995; Okajima, 2001; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001).

Starting in 1991, in order to evaluate the plausibility of the acid-catalyzed mech-

anism shown in Figure 1-2, and other hypothesized reaction mechanisms, ab initio

studies on peroxide oxidation have been performed for both the hydrogen transfer

reaction of hydrogen peroxide (Bach et al. , 1991; Bach et al. , 1994; Okajima, 2001)

and for the oxidation of amines and sulfides with hydrogen peroxide (Bach et al. ,

1991; Bach et al. , 1994; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001). The purpose of those studies was

to develop a more detailed understanding of the oxidation mechanism. Important

questions that were discussed include: what are the roles of the general acid? What

are the essential reaction coordinates? What is the order by which the transfer of

oxygen and hydrogen proceeds? And what are the predicted activation energies and

how do they compare with experimental values? The last question was the most im-

portant in that proposed reaction mechanisms were accepted or eliminated depending

on how their energy barrier compared to experimental values. For example, the direct

1,2 hydrogen transfer of H20 2 in a vacuum was found via ab initio computations to

have a very high energy barrier (56 kcal/mol) (Pople et al., 1983; Bach et al., 1991),

but typical observed activation barriers for peroxide oxidation of amines and organic

sulfides in aqueous solutions are in the range of 10-20 kcal/mol (Dankleff et al. , 1968;

Curci et al. , 1970). On this basis, the direct 1,2 hydrogen transfer of H202 was as-

sumed not to be the correct mechanism. In general, however, ab initio calculations of

the mechanism in Figure 1-2 yielded activation barriers in the range of 28-50 kcal/mol

(Bach et al., 1991; Bach et al., 1994; Okajima, 2001; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001), all

much higher than the range of experimental data (1020 kcal/mol). Therefore, Bach

at el. concluded that general acid alone cannot catalyze the oxidation reaction (Bach
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Figure 1-3: The acid-catabolized mechanism for the oxidation of an organic sulfide
by hydrogen peroxide with the presence of a prontonated water molecule.

et al. , 1994). On the other hand, when both a protonated solvent and a general acid

are present as shown in Figure 1-3, the calculated energy barriers lie between 5-15

kcal/mol, within the experiment range.

The mechanism shown in Figure 1-3 was, thus, concluded to be the reaction

mechanism by (Bach et al. , 1994). Note that based on this mechanism (Figure 1-3),

the oxidation rates should decrease with the increase of pH. However, subsequent to

the proposal of this mechanism, it was found that the dependence on pH of the rate

of oxidation of DMS (pH=2 to 10) (Amels et al., 1997) and of methionine residues

in human parathyroid hormone (pH=2 to 8) (Nabichi et al. , 1998) was negligible

in aqueous solution. In general, experimental observations do not indicate a pH

dependence of peroxide oxidation between pH=2 and pH=10. However, an increase

in oxidation rate is observed when pH is very low (<2), indicating that the mechanism

proposed by Bach et al. (Figure 1-3) could be valid at low pH values but is unlikely

to occur at moderate pH values.

As a result, the existing discrepency regarding the mechanism of methionine oxida-

tion by peroxides has prevented rational design of protein formulation. For example,

if the mechanisms shown in Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-3 are valid, a protein molecule

should be kept under basic condition, pH > 7, to prevent oxidation, but almost all

protein formulations are designed between pH 4.5 and 7.5, including week acidic pH,

to maintain stability (Powell, 1996). Therefore, it is necessary to develop detailed
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mechanism of oxidation in order to explain the experimental data and to develop

rationales for the design of formulation against oxidation.

1.3 Oxidation of methionine and protein confor-

mation

Methionine residues in a protein molecules are usually oxidized at different rates of

oxidation (Yao et al. , 1996; Lu et al. , 1999; Nabichi et al. , 1998; Griffiths &

Cooney, 2002). Differences in the oxidation rates of different methionine residues

has been suggested to be due to the different structural environment of individual

methionine residues (Cleland & Langer, 1994; Lu et al. , 1999; Griffiths & Cooney,

2002; Meyer et al. , 2002), however, the detailed mechanism of such correlation had

not been estabilished.

Such difference in rates could be due to differences in interactions among residues

in a protein molecule and differences in the interaction between the protein molecule

and the solvent. It is also possible that the difference in rates is because the mecha-

nism of oxidation is not the same at different methionine sites in a protein molecule.

A better understanding of these interactions and mechanisms would lead to a better

understanding of oxidation and how to control it. Moreover, having a useful tool to

estimate the oxidation rates would be helpful. This property could be taken from the

X-ray structure or from molecular dynamics simulations, but due to the thermody-

namic fluctuations at a finite temperature, and it is unlikely that static X-ray data

will be sufficient. Solvent accessible area (Lee & Richards, 1971) (SAA) is tradition-

ally used to characterize the degree of interaction between solvent molecules and sites

in a protein. Since the access of the sulfur atom to oxidants in the solution is required

for the oxidation reaction, assuming that the oxidation rate is proportional to SAA is

the simplest model for the relashtionship between protein structure and the oxidation

of methionine residues. However, it has been shown that SAA's of the sulfur atom of

a methionine residue from the X-ray structure can not be used to describe the kinetic
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data of oxidation (Griffiths & Cooney, 2002; Chu et al. , 2004a). Therefore, further

work is in need to understand the correlation of structural properties to the oxidation

rates of methionine residues.

1.4 Goal and objectives

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the oxidation of methionine by peroxides in

protein pharmaceuticals in an aqueous formulation. The focus is on developing a

detailed understanding of oxidation at the molecular level in order to explain experi-

mental data on oxidation and to develop rationales for the design of formulations to

control oxidation. Molecular simulations are employed for this purpose. This is the

first time that this kind of approach has yet been applied to the field of formulation

design in biotechnology. Specifically, the objectves of this thesis are to:

1. Develop a mechanism for methionine oxidation by peroxides that is consistent

with all experimental data.

2. Quantify the effects of the solution and the protein environment on the rates of

oxidation of methionine.

3. Develop a correlation between structural properties of protein molecules and

the rates of oxidation of methionine in protein pharmaceuiticals, in order to be

able to predict the tendency of a particular residue to be oxidized.

4. Develop computational methodologies to achieve the above objectives.
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Chapter 2

Computational Methods

In this chapter, the principles of molecular simulations that are employed in this thesis

are introduced. The purpose is not to reproduce the existing information in literature

and textbooks but to summarize the methodologies. Computational methods that

are developed during the course of the thesis work, on the other hand, are described

in greater detail.

2.1 Simulation of molecular systems

In computer simulations of molecular systems, microscopic models (10-100,000 atoms)

are first built in order to compute the behavior of systems at the laboratory scale (or-

der of 1023 atoms). If the system of interest is in a condense phase, periodic boundary

conditions are usually applied (Allen & Tildesley, 1987; Frenkel & Smit, 1996). The

intramolecular and intermolecular interactions in the microscopic model, i.e., the po-

tential energy function, V, also need to be defined. Such interactions can be described

at different levels of theories depending on the properties of interest. Two major cat-

egories for defining energy functions of chemical and biological systems are classical

force fields (Brooks et al. , 1983; Pearlman et al. , 1995; Jorgensen, 1998) and ab

initio quantum mechanical methods based on the Bohn-Oppenheimer approximation

to separate nuclear and electronic coordinates (Szabo & Ostlund, 1989; Parr & Yang,

1989). The classical force fields of molecular mechanics (MM), are based on pre-
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defined functional forms and are fit from experimental data and/or from ab initio

electronic structure calculations. A system size up to 100,000 atoms can be handled

by modern computers using MM force fields. Ab initio methods, including meth-

ods based on density functional theory, solve approximately the Schr6dinger equation

without adjustable parameters (QM), but are limited to a system size of -10-200

atoms by currently available computational power. The MM methods are efficient for

describing phenomena that depend only on interactions with well-defined functional

forms (for example, vibration of chemical bonds, electrostatic, and van der Waals

interactions) but are not suitable for describing processes such as the breaking and

formation of chemical bonds, for which the QM methods are appropriate. In order

to keep the efficiency of MM methods in treating interactions among molecules and

also be able to describe chemical reactions at the same time, combined quantum me-

chanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) methods have been developed (Gao &

Truhlar, 2002; Das et al. , 2002; Gao et al. , 2003). In all cases, the starting point is

to define the potential energy as a function of the coordinates of atoms or the degrees

of freedom in the system:

V = f(r, r2, r, . . ., rN) , (2.1)

where N is the number of atoms in the molecular model and ri is the position vector

of the atom i.

After the potential energy function is defined, the Hamiltonian and the equations

of motion describing the dynamics of the system can then be defined:

n 

of = E + V ( i r, r2, r3 , rN) , (2.2)
i=1

aH
~ri- am (2.3)
: aH
Pi = - - -ri

In Eq. (2.2) and (2.3), /7i is the momentum vector, and mi is the mass of the atom i.

With the potential energy function and the equations of motion, equilibrium proper-
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ties of the system can be obtained by sampling the configuration space of the system

either by molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations according the

principles of statistical mechanics. Dynamical properties such as response functions

are more readily available from MD simulations via linear response theory (McQuar-

rie, 1976).

2.2 Transition state theory

In order to link the phenomenological rate law of a transition process observed experi-

mentally to microscopic mechanics, transition state theory (TST) has been developed

(Eyring, 1935; Evans & Polanyi, 1935). TST is based on two assumptions. The first

is the time-scale separation assumption that there exists a dividing surface, the tran-

sition state (TS), which can be described by a reaction coordinate (RC), , for a

process and the time scale for the activation of J is much slower than the time scale

of other degrees of freedom such that they can be assumed to reach equilibrium even

at the TS. The second assumption is the no-recrossing assumption that as long as the

system has passed the TS, the system does not cross back. Via TST with the correc-

tion of the no-recrossing assumption, the rate constant, k, of a transition process can

be represented as:
kBT

k -- h- exp (-AGI) , (2.4)

where v is the transmission coefficient correcting for the dynamic recrossing effects, kB

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is the Planck's constant, and AGt

is the activation free energy for the system to reach the transition state. The TST

can be further generalized to include quantum mechanical effects (Gao & T ruhlar,

2002; Gao et al. , 2003), but this is not within the scope of this thesis.

For reactions in the gas phase, the transition states usually correspond to sad-

dle points on the potential energy surface (PES). A saddle point is located at the

maximum along one degree of freedom, but minimum along all others. By calculat-

ing the Hessian, or the second derivatives of V, at the saddle point, the activation

free energy can be obtained based on a quasi-harmonic approximation (McQuarrie,
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1976). However, for reactions occurring in condensed phases, especially in the liquid

phase, finding a correct reaction coordinate and locating the transition state can be

very difficult, since many degrees of freedom are involved and coupled. The coupling

to the surrounding environment of a reaction coordinate can make the transmission

coefficient an important factor in calculating the rate constant according to Eq.(2.2)

(Gao & Truhlar, 2002; Nam et al. , 2004; Garcia-Viloca et al. , 2004). Moreover,

the quasi-harmonic approximation of the PES is no longer correct for liquid-state

systems, and the calculation of Hessian becomes intractable when many degrees of

freedom are involved. Therefore, one needs to be careful when dealing with reactions

in the liquid phase, and new computational methodologies are needed. In the next

section, a newly developed method for finding reaction paths without calculating the

Hessian is presented.

2.3 Finding reaction pathways in complicated sys-

tems

In this section, the development of a superlinear minimization scheme for the Nudged

Elastic Band (NEB) method, which determines a minimum energy path (MEP) of a

reaction via connecting intermediate "replicas" between the reactant and the prod-

uct is presented. The minimization scheme is based on a quasi-Newton method:

the adopted basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) minimization scheme. In each step of

ABNR minimization, the Newton-Raphson procedure is performed in a subspace with

a user-defined dimension. The tangent directions of the path at a new ABNR step

are determined self-consistently in the subspace. The acceleration of the proposed

scheme over the quenched molecular dynamics minimization, the current practice for

minimizing a path using NEB, is demonstrated in three nontrivial test cases: isomer-

ization of an alanine dipeptide, ac-helix to 7r-helix transition of an alanine decapeptide,

and oxidation of dimethyl sulfide. New features are also added such that the distances

between replicas can be defined in the root of mean squared (RMS) best-fit space with
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flexible weighting options. This offers a way to incorporate the effects of a mobile

solvent in the process with a finite number of replicas. MEPs obtained from various

initial structures can be used to investigate different proposed of reaction mechanisms,

and the speedup of minimizing a path enhances the applicability of the NEB method.

The combination of NEB force projection procedures, the flexible distance definition

in the RMS best fit space with arbitrary weighting options, and the superlinear min-

imization scheme provides a framework to aid in the study of transition processes of

biological molecules such as proteins.

2.3.1 Minimum energy paths and the nudged elastic band

method

An useful approach to understand chemical and physical processes occurring in com-

plicated systems is to find a minimum energy path (MEP) connecting two local min-

ima on the potential energy surface of a system. MEP's also correspond to the

most probable overdamped trajectories connecting the two stable or metastable states

(Olender & Elber, 1997). The position of the maximum energy along the path is a

first order saddle point and may be used to estimate the rate constant of the tran-

sition process using the transition state theory (TST) (Steinfeld, 1999). The MEP

also defines a reaction coordinate along which the free energy profile of the process

could be obtained for certain systems. Developing computational methods for finding

MEPs has been an active research area (Elber & Karplus, 1987; Czerminski & Elber,

1990; Ulisky & Elber, 1990; Choi & Elber, 1991; Olender & Elber, 1997; J6nsson et al.

1998; Henkelman & J6nsson, 2000; Henkelman et al. , 2000; Weinan et al. , 2002;

Maragakis e al. , 2002). A very popular method for finding MEPs is the nudged

elastic band (NEB) method (J6nsson et al., 1998). The NEB method is based on the

chain-of-states representation of a path (Elber & Karplus, 1987), but utilizes force

projections along the path direction and the off-path directions (directions perpen-

dicular to the path) in order to remove artifacts, such as corner cutting and sliding

down, caused by the elastic-band restraints. If a path is fully optimized using NEB
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force projections, a number of equally spaced replicas connecting the reactant and

the product with zero forces in the off-path directions, i.e., a minimum energy path,

are obtained. Further enhancements of NEB include an improved tangent direction

definition (Henkelman & Jnsson, 2000) and a more accurate estimation of the saddle

point (Henkelman et al. , 2000). Therefore, the NEB method provides a framework to

search for a MEP and the saddle point, and has been applied to a number of surface

reactions and diffusion processes on surfaces (Eichler & Hafner, 1999; Ciobica et al.

2000; Ciobica & van Santen, 2002; Fordell et al. , 2002; Trushin et al. , 2002; Xu &

Mavrikakis, 2002).

NEB calculations, however, are extremely costly because of the difficulty in defin-

ing an objective function. Due to the projection of forces, it is difficult to define an

accurate Lagrangian for the discrete systems in order to generate the NEB forces, and

the implementation of more powerful (i.e. partial second-order) minimization schemes

such as conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton methods may be problematic. A min-

imization scheme based on quenched Newtonian molecular dynamics is currently an

accepted practice (Jonsson et al. , 1998). The MD minimization scheme is similar

to a direct steepest descent method but kinetic energies are added and adjusted to

increase the efficiency of minimization. Although the MD minimization works prop-

erly in most cases, convergence is very slow. Thus, a method with a super-linear

convergence rate is highly desired. Minimization schemes such as conjugate gradient

and quasi-Newtonian methods have better convergence behavior and require fewer

energy calculations to locate a minimum (Press et al. , 1992; Payne et al. , 1992). For

a chemical processes, performing as few energy calculations as possible is especially

desirable since expensive quantum mechanical calculations may be involved.

In the next section, a super-linear minimization scheme for NEB is developed

based on the adopted basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method implemented in the

CHARMM program (Brooks et al. , 1983). First, the mathematical formulas of NEB

are briefly reviewed based on the framework of the replica/path method in CHARMM.

The current MD minimization method and the difficulties in implementing the conju-

gate gradient method because of the force projections are also discussed. The details
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of the quasi-Newton method, ABNR, are first described in terms of minimizing a

scalar function. Then the procedures for optimizing a path using NEB are elabo-

rated. The superlinear convergence rate of the scheme is tested by three examples:

isomerization of an alanine dipeptide, a-helix to w7-helix transition of an alanine de-

capeptide, and oxidation of dimethyl-sulfide (DMS) by hydrogen peroxide with three

water molecules.

2.3.2 Development of a superlinear minimization scheme for

NEB

The elastic band formulation

The objective function of the chain-of-states representation of a path employed in

this study is:

n n-1,N) V() + (AlMs -AlRMS), (2.5)
i=O i=O

where N is the number of replicas connecting a reactant, i = 0, to a product, i = N.

A spring (elastic band) is put in between each pair of neighboring replicas. The

distance between replica i- 1 and i, is denoted as Ali , and Al is the average distance

between replicas. In the calculation of Ali, it is desirable to take out contributions

from rigid body translation and rotation of the replicas. One way is to fix an atom in

each replica, constrain another atom moving along a line, and constrain a third atom

to move only in a plane (J6nsson et al. , 1998). A more flexible way is to define the

distance in the RMS best-fit space. In the best-fit procedure, the weighted centers of

two replicas are first overlapped. Then a 3 x 3 rotational matrix, U, is obtained by

minimizing the root-mean-square of the weighted distance between the two replicas:

Natoms Natorns

AliRM - wj(r, j- U. +i, j) / w. (2.6)
j=1 j=l1
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The optimal rotation matrix is solved analytically using a Lagrangian. A weighting

factor, wj, can be assigned to each atom in the system (often equal to the mass of

each atom). This additional flexibility is very useful for biological systems such as

enzymatic reactions. Atoms at the active site can be assigned with larger weights to

increase the resolution of important processes. Water molecules away from the active

site can be assigned a zero weighing factor and thus be treated as a perturbation.

This is important because the translation and rotation of mobile water molecules

can cause large contributions to the RMS distance between replicas without having

a significant effect on the MEP and thus decrease the resolution of the MEP.

In applying the best-fit procedure to the optimization of a path, derivatives of the

rotational matrix, U, do not contribute to the gradient, since U is a stationary point

of the constraint equation determined using a Lagrangian (Kabsch, 1976). However,

there is a special case that may need to be treated in the gradient of the RMS best-fit

procedure. This occurs when the selected atoms fit the mirror image of the reference

coordinates better than the reference set itself (i.e. the determinant of the R matrix in

Eq.(2.6) in (Kabsch, 1976) is negative) and when the eigenvalues of the RTR matrix

become degenerate (i.e. two equally good RMS best-fit solutions). In this case, the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of RTR give the solution of the U matrix. This is a

rather rare event that we have seen only in model systems involving few atoms at

high temperatures, in which case there can be sudden and large changes of the forces

of the system during a minimization or a molecular dynamic simulation. In order to

cure this event, we monitor the sign and the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of the RTR

matrix during a simulation, and use a smooth quadratic switching function to turn

off the contributions of the nearly degenerate eigenvectors to the solution of U when

the determinant of R is negative. Note that the use of the switching function is not

an exact solution to the constraint problem, but has been adopted as an expedient

measure for a rather rare event.
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The nudged elastic band method

To perform the force projections based on the NEB method (J6nsson et al. , 1998),

a tangent vector along the path has to be defined for each replica. For example, the

tangent direction at replica i can be defined as:

i = NORM (wi . ( lRMsj _ ri j )) (2.7)

The "RMS -* i" superscript indicates that the neighboring replica is best fitted to

replica i according to Eq.(2.6). "NORM" is the normalization operator. An alternate

definition based on the relative energies of neighboring replicas has been proposed to

have better stability, leading to a smoother path (Henkelman & J6nsson, 2000), and

our results are consistent with this. The forces on each replica in the framework of

NEB are:

-F'z=Fi7+J, (2.8)

Fi =-VV (1- Tii), (2.9)

A = (z , k8 (alMS - iRM )), (2.10)
2 s

where FI' is the force component in the off-path direction (perpendicular to the

tangent direction), and comes only from the potential energy, not from the elastic

bands. /i is the component in the tangent direction and comes only from the elastic

bands. In Eq.(2.9), the spring forces do not interfere with the true forces in the off-

path directions. This prevents the corner-cutting problem. The true forces also do not

compete with the spring forces along the tangent direction in Eq.(2.10). This cures

the sliding-down problem. A stationary point of the NEB forces therefore locates a

MEP.
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Difficulties in developing a super-linear minimization scheme for the NEB

method

Due to the projection of force components in certain directions, it is not possible to

define a Lagrangian to generate forces in Eq.(2.8)-Eq.(2.10), since - also depends

on the coordinates. Note that the mixed partial second derivatives are not equal.

Although in the continuum limit with an infinite number of replicas, a Lagrangian

can be defined to approach the NEB forces asymptotically (Jonsson et al. , 1998),

the definition for a discrete path to generate NEB forces is still not clear. On the

other hand, the scalar work, >Ji IFl IAlil, that was derived from the Brownian

dynamics (Olender & Elber, 1997), can be used as the cost function for minimizing

a path. Using this quantity, the system could be optimized using gradient-based

minimization methods. However, the gradient of the objective function requires the

calculation of Hessian for each replica, and this becomes intractable for large systems.

Direct line minimization of NEB forces along a steepest descent direction would

be another approach, but this would require updating the tangent direction along

the line search and performing the force projection "on the fly" during the line min-

imization. The problem with this approach, however, is that the NEB forces cannot

be used to construct a set of conjugate directions if the target function (Lagrangian)

is not well-defined (Press et al. , 1992). As a result, implementation of a conjugate

gradient minimization scheme for NEB is, at best, not straightforward. Currently, in

order to avoid the problems described above, minimization using quenched molecu-

lar dynamics integration schemes such as the velocity Verlet algorithm is commonly

employed to optimize a path using NEB. The quenched MD minimization method is

reduced to a steepest descent scheme if the velocity is set to zero at each time step (i.e.

fully quenched), but the velocity damping can be adjusted during the minimization

to increase the convergence rate.
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The adopted basis Newton Raphson (ABNR) minimization scheme

Although the MD minimization scheme works for most cases, the convergence rate

is considerably slower than it would be for super-linear methods such as Newton-

Raphson or conjugate gradient. Therefore, it is highly desirable to have such a min-

imization scheme for NEB. In this section, we describe an efficient quasi-Newton

method, the Adopted Basis Newton Raphson method (ABNR). This method was de-

veloped originally by David J. States, and is used widely for geometry optimization of

biological molecules, and has been available in the CHARMM program (Brooks et al.

, 1983) since 1982. Here, we describe the ABNR in some detail, and then followed by

the devised procedures for optimizing a path using NEB.

We start from the Newton-Raphson scheme for minimizing a multi-variable func-

tion with M variables:

VV (k+l) M VV ( *k) + Ak (k+l - ) = 0, (2.11)

A = VVn (r+), (2.12)

where the subscript k denotes the iteration step. In the ABNR minimization, the

Newton-Raphson (NR) scheme is only applied in a subspace of dimension M, and is

combined with a steepest-descent (SD) step:

rk+l = rk N + +AriSD. (2.13)

-D (2.14)Airk F Ask, and Fk = -VV(rk +Ak (2.14)
IFkl
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The step size is adjusted during the minimization according to the change of

the target function. In the beginning stage of an ABNR minimization, only the SD

procedure is conducted, i.e., AFrkNR = 0 in Eq.(2.13). After several SD steps, position

vectors of previous steps can be used as basis vectors:

M M.

AkNR = Arlkclk + E (rk_1 - ) ck. (2.15)
1=1 1=1

After a Taylor expansion at rk with ATFNR as the displacement vector, Eq.(2.11) gives:

M M Ms

E3 E Al'k (V(rk-l) - VV( )) clk =- Arilk V VV(k) (2.16)
l'=l 1=1 /'=1

Eq.(2.16) is a set of M, equations and can be solved by diagonalizing the M, x MS

symmetric matrix. The solution vector, Ckl, is then used to determine the Newton-

Raphson step, AfkNR according to Eq.(2.15). The gradient vector at rk + ArkNR, is

estimated as:

VV(rk + ArkNR) V(ik) - + (VV(k+ir) - VCk (2.17)
1=1

The SD displacement, AFkSR, is then determined via Eq.(2.14). The SD procedure

adds an additional dimension in the new step and effectively updates the estimation

of the local Hessian. Therefore, the Hessian-update steps in quasi-Newton minimiza-

tion methods (Fletcher, 1981) is automatically incorporated. If any eigenvalue of

Eq.(2.17) is negative, then the potential energy surface is concave downward in some

direction and a NR procedure may lead to an increase of the objective function. In

this case, the NR step is given up and only the SD procedure is performed. This

approach also avoids the system from relaxing to stationary points other than lo-

cal minimum, as may occur in the DIIS (direct inversion of the iterative subspace)

(Farkas & Schlegel, 1999; Farkas & Schlegel, 2002) method. After Ckl are determined,

energy and forces are calculated at the new position. This process is repeated until

the convergence criteria are satisfied. In each step of ABNR, the Newton-Raphson
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procedure is performed in a space of dimension Ms. The Taylor expansion of Eq.(2.15)

is always performed at the lowest energy configuration in the subspace. If the func-

tion is quadratic, then the minimum in the subspace is located, provided that the

basis vectors are linearly independent. A new dimension is added by the SD step,

the minimum of which will be found in the next NR procedure. For a system of

N harmonic oscillators, N + 1 ABNR steps can locate a minimum. A subspace of

dimension 5 suffices for satisfactory performance in most cases.

In ABNR minimization, the step size is adjusted based on the sign of the dot

product:

VV(r+ ANR V( + ANR + AA + . (2.18)

VV(k + A,NR) is estimated by Eq.(2.17), and VV(k + ANR + A + Ar k ) is the

gradient calculated at the new position. If the dot product is positive, the SD step

on top of the NR procedure is moving toward the minimum in the new dimension,

and the step size is increased. If the dot product is negative, the SD step overshoots

the minimum, and the step size is decreased. In general, ABNR requires roughly

the same number of iterations as conjugate gradient methods but is more efficient by

factor of 3, because no line search is required.
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Extending ABNR to minimize a path using NEB

In this section, we present a set of procedures to rapidly optimize a path using NEB,

based on the framework of ABNR. If there are N replicas and each replica has M

degrees of freedom, the overall dimension of the replicated system is N x M. Following

Eq.(2.14), the steepest-descent step is defined as:

ARk = As <Sk + I Ask. (2.19)

Similarly, the Newton-Raphson equations are:

F =-VV(R) (1- ) , (2.20)

Fl =-VVs(R ) · (). (2.21)

The Newton-Raphson displacement at the k-th step is also expanded in a subspace

of dimension Ms, constructed from previous steps:

M" M8

Rk i = ARikClk + E (Rki - Rk) Clk. (2.22)
/=1 / =1

The expansion coefficients are obtained by solving:

V(Rk + AR ). ( -k+ ) + )) 0, (2.23)
1 Lk T( 1 Lk (ri, +AfqA) +. ) . +!AR)

vv's(k ± k AR). (f(k+A )(k+AR) 0. (2.24)

Eq.(2.20)-Eq.(2.21) are non-linear because the tangent direction also depend on

the coefficient Ck; as a result, defining a target function to generate the projected

forces is apparently intractable. However, can still be approximated using Eq.(2.17),

and Eq.(2.20)-Eq.(2.21) can then be solved self-consistently in the subspace of the

expansion. Because of the equal-spacing constraints, two sets of reduced-space (2 x

Ms) equations need to be satisfied by Clk. This results in an underdetermined set of
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equations, and the singular-value-decomposition (SVD) (Press et al. , 1992) scheme

is used to solve for Clk. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a self-consistent

solution to find the tangent directions for optimizing a path with an NEB force

projection is proposed.

The iteration of self-consistent solution (SCS) starts with Clk = 0 and stops when a

self-consistent solution of Clk 0 is obtained. The projected forces at (/Rk + ARk)

can then be calculated, and the SD displacement is added according to Eq.(2.19).

This completes an ABNR minimization step of a path using the NEB method. The

SCS solution usually converges in 3-10 iterations, using zeros as an initial guess.

When the SCS does not converge, the NR procedure is given up and only the SD

procedure is performed. Solutions which have a singular value below a lower limit are

rejected in Eq.(2.20)-Eq.(2.21) in order to preserve linear dependence (Press et al.

,1992). Although these restrictions are important, optimal choices do not appear

to very widely with system size or composition. Thus, hard coded rules may be

acceptable.

In optimizing a path using ABNR, the NR expansion is still performed over the

configuration with the lowest value of S(R) in the subspace. S(R) is also used to ad-

just the step size of the SD step. This choice assures that the system goes downhill at

the beginning of the minimization where the system is far from the minimum and has

a large magnitude of force vectors. Around the neighborhood of a "minimum-energy"

path, choosing either the minimum gradient or the minimum function value has been

observed to yield identical pathways. The dot products, VV'l(rk+l) (Rk+1 - Rk)

and VVll(k+1) (Rk+l - Rk) become negative if an ABNR step overshoots the

minimum, ad the step size is decreased if either one is negative. The minimization

procedure is then repeated until the magnitudes of the NEB forces in both tangent

and off-path directions are less than the convergence criterion.
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Figure 2-1: Stick representation of alanine dipeptide. The united atom model is used
in the calculation. The backbone dihedral angles are labeled and 4.

2.3.3 Performance of the superlinear minimization scheme

In order to demonstrate the convergence behavior of the ABNR minimization scheme

presented in the previous section, three test cases are studied. The performance is

compared with the molecular dynamics minimization method based on the velocity

Verlet formulation and with a velocity updating scheme (J6nsson et al., 1998). All

calculations are performed using the CHARMM program (Brooks et al., 1983). This

method is available in CHARMM31.

Isomerization of an alanine dipeptide

The first test case is the isomerization of the alanine dipeptide(N-acetylalanyl-N-

methyl-amide); a stick representation of the molecule is illustrated in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-2: Reaction paths of the isomerization of alanine dipeptide obtained by the
Replica/Path method and the nudged elastic method (NEB). The path is represented
on a reduced potential energy surface of backbone and 4' angles.

The backbone dihedral angles and 4 can be used to describe the isomeric config-

urations of polypeptides (Mathews & van Holde, 1990). Isomerization of an alanine

dipeptide has been of interest as a model system to study the dynamics and conforma-

tional changes of proteins (Elber & Karplus, 1987; Bolhuis et al. , 2000; Andricioaei

et al. , 2003; Lavrich et al. , 2003). For simplicity, we used the united atom model,

so that the molecule contains 12 atoms. The CHARMM19 force field is used for the

calculation. A cyclic path composed of 25 replicas is generated by evenly rotate each

backbone dihedral angle, and 4l, by 360 degrees. A reduced potential energy surface

is constructed by restraining minimizations with a grid size of 2 degrees for both 

and . The cyclic path is then minimized using NEB with the MD minimization

method and the ABNR scheme.

In Figure 2-2, the MEP optimized using NEB and the path optimized without

"nudging", and with an additional angle term to prevent the pathway from falling

down into itself, is plotted on the reduced PES. The figure shows that a smooth

path can be obtained by using the original Replica/Path method, but corner cutting

may occur especially over the highly curved regions, such as the Cax regime. After

applying the NEB method, an MEP is clearly obtained. The convergence rate of the

ABNR scheme and the MD method are compared in Figure 2-3. A spring constant
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Figure 2-3: The convergence of the ABNR and the MD minimization methods for
optimizing the reaction path of the isomerization of alanine dipeptide using the NEB
method. The time step of the MD method is 0.001 ps. The RMS forces are plotted
as functions of minimization steps on a log/log scale. (a) the off-path direction (b)
the tangent direction.
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of 1000 kcal/mol/A2 was used. The initial step size for ABNR was 0.02 A and a

time step of 0.001 ps was used for the MD minimization. The step size for the MD

method is enlarged to 0.005 ps after 10 steps. In Figure 2-3, the RMS off-path and

tangent forces are plotted with respect to the minimization step, indicating that the

convergence rate using ABNR is much faster. A super-linear convergence rate for

NEB is demonstrated. During the minimization of a path using the NEB method,

fluctuations in the RMS forces are observed in both the ABNR and the MD methods,

as Figure 2-3 shows. This is due to the fact that the tangent direction is also a dynamic

variable and a displacement along the NEB force at one step may not decrease the

magnitude of the force at the new step, because the tangent vector is changed as

well. The change of tangent directions at the new step is taken into account in the

NR step of ABNR minimization via self-consistent solutions, but not in the SD step.

The phenomena of fluctuating forces justifies the use of S(R) to increase or decrease

the step-size in the ABNR scheme, since the step-size would decrease rapidly if the

RMS force is used instead and would result in a worse convergence rate. A rapid

decrease of step-size will occur after the system is very close the MEP, since then, no

further decrease of S(R) can be achieved. The rapid decrease of step-size is therefore

a signal of convergence to the MEP. The MEP obtained via NEB does not depend

on the value of' the spring constant, k. However, the convergence rate does have

some dependence on the value of ks in the ABNR scheme. In Figure 2-4, the rates of

convergence of the RMS off-path force using different spring constants are compared.

For ks=10 and 100 kcal/mol/A2, the convergence rate is about identical. As ks reaches

10000 kcal/mol/A2, the convergence rate becomes slow. A large value of k results

in high-frequency motions along the tangent directions. As a result, the frequency of

positive VV- (Rk+l) (k+1 - Rk) or tV/I (Rk+l * (k+l - Rk) may become much

higher at a larger value of k, leading to a rapid decrease of step size and a slower

convergence rate. Indeed, when k,=10000, the total number of positive values is 864

in 1000 steps, and is about 400 times more than that of other cases. Moreover, a large

ks also leads to more frequent failure in converging the SCS. Therefore, the selection

of the k value should be made so as not to introduce new high frequency motion
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Figure 2-4: The convergence of the ABNR method for optimizing the reaction path
of the isomerization of alanine dipeptide using the NEB method with different spring
constants in units of kcal/mole/A 2 . The RMS off-path forces are plotted as functions
of minimization steps on a log/log scale.

beyond those normally observed in the macromolecular system. There appears to be

no significant penalty for choosing a rather small ks value in this example.

a-helix to 7r-helix transformation of an alanine decapeptide

In this example, the transformation of an alanine decapeptide from a a-helical struc-

ture to a 7r-helix is studied as a model for processes that involves large-scale confor-

mational changes. Currently, there is no tractable way of systematically finding all

pathways, but the NEB/Replica-path method could be used to find different MEPs

in order to gain an understanding of different pathways and as inputs into dynamic

methods (Bolhuis et al., 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 2002; Passerone & Parrinello, 2001).

The alanine decapeptide is terminated with methyl groups, and the CHARMM22

all-atom force field (MacKerell et al. , 1998) was used to describe the potential energy

of the molecule (102 atoms). The optimized structures of the reactant (a-helix)

and the product (7r-helix) are shown in Figure 2-5. Calculations were performed in

vacuum without energy cutoff. The minimized energy of the reactant (a-helix) is 67.8

kcal/mol and that of the product (-helix) is 75.3 kcal/mol. The transformation of

the alanine decapeptide from an a-helix to a 7r-helix involves the breaking and forming

of hydrogen bonds, a general feature of conformational transformations of proteins.
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a-helix 2e-helix

Figure 2-5: Stick representation of the a-helical and r-helical structures of alanine
decapeptide. An all-atom model is used in the calculation. The non-polar hydrogen
atoms are not shown.

A total of 51 replicas, including the reactant (a-helix) and the product (r-helix), are

used to represent the transformation process. The initial structures were generated

by linear interpolation between the reactant and the product. The initial path was

first minimized with 50 steepest descent steps followed by 200 ABNR minimizations

using the Replica/Path method with a spring constant of 100000 kcal/mol/A 2 without

NEB force projection. The resulting path wass taken as the starting point for NEB

minimization using both ABNR and MD methods.

Figure 2-6 shows the RMS off-path force of the path as a function of minimization

step. The preliminary Replica/Path minimizations result in an RMS off-path force

of 0.24 kcal/mol/A. A total of 1200 ABNR minimization steps were performed and

reduced the final magnitude of the RMS force to 0.02 kcal/mol/A. After about 880

ABNR steps, the step-size started to decrease rapidly. The rapid decrease of step

size is a signal of convergence to the MEP, as mentioned earlier. For this system,

the gradient did not continue to decrease with the number of steps; however, the

direction of the gradient alternated as the step length went to zero, indicating a cusp
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Figure 2-6: The convergence of the ABNR and the MD minimization methods in
optimizing the reaction path of the a-helix to 7r-helix transition of alanine decapep-
tide using the NEB method. The off-path RMS forces are plotted as functions of
minimization steps on a log/log scale.

like solution that has no zero gradient point. With the same number of MD mini-

mization steps, however, the RMS off-path forces still fluctuated around the original

magnitude of 0.2 kcal/mol/Awith large amplitudes ( 1.0 kcal/mol/A), but the tan-

gent RMS forces remain relatively small (<0.01 kcal/mol/A, results not shown). This

indicates that the MD method is not efficient in relaxing along the off-path directions

for this system. The total energies of the replicated system, Eq.(2.5), as a function

of minimization steps are shown in Figure 2-7, which clearly indicates that the total

energy function is dropping more rapidly with the ABNR minimization and that it

plateaus after about 500 steps. The energy profiles obtained from ABNR and MD

minimizations are shown in Figure 2-8. The MD method results in a path far away

from the MEP after 1200 minimization steps. The MEP shows a single transition

state at replica 29 and a local minimum at replica 38. Based on the fact that initial

configurations were linear interpolations between the a helix and the 7r helix, we call

this pathway a concerted transformation. The resulting MEP, however, indicates a

sequential behavior, such that residues 4-9 start to transform earlier than residues

1-3. Residues 4-9 also reoriented significantly during the transformation with large

deviation ( 40 degree) of the backbone 0 and V angles from the helical range (-40 -
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Figure 2-7: The convergence of the ABNR and the MD minimization methods for
optimizing the reaction path of the a-helix to 7r-helix transition of alanine decapeptide
using the NEB method. The total energies of the replicated system are plotted as
functions of minimization steps on a semi-log scale.
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Figure 2-8: The energy profiles of the paths obtained by the ABNR and the MD
methods of the a-helix to r-helix transition of alanine decapeptide using the linearly
interpolated initial structure. The x-axis is the number of replicas and the y-axis is
the energy in units of kcal/mol.
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-70 degree). In the above calculations, the reaction was defined via all non-hydrogen

atoms and the polar hydrogen atoms, and mass weighting was employed. The spring

constant of the elastic bands was 500 kcal/mol/A. A weighting factor of two was given

to backbone atoms and a factor of one was used for the rest. Mass-weighting and a

larger weighting factor for the backbone atoms were both found to be important in

studying this process. Without mass-weighting or by using an equal weighting factor

for all atoms resulted in slower convergence to the MEP. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that backbone atoms are more important than side chain atoms in defining the

reaction coordinate of the a- to 7r-helical transformation of the alanine decapeptide

and that the capability of defining distances between replicas in the RMS best-space

with arbitrary weighting options is very helpful in studying processes involving large

biological molecules such as proteins. Increasing the weighting factor of the backbone

atoms to 5 resulted in the same pathway and similar convergence performance. In

addition to the concerted pathway, other hypotheses of the transformation can be

made and examined using the proposed minimization scheme. Another example is

the zipup mechanism, i.e., the a-helix unwinds from the N-terminal to form the p-

helix. The initial structure of the zipup mechanism was constructed by interpolating

internal coordinates between the a-helix the 7r-helix from the N-terminal to the C-

terminal. The MEP was then obtained using the same procedures described earlier.

The resulting MEP indeed shows the zipup character, and the resulting energy profile

is shown in Figure 2-9. Three transition states were located in the MEP using the

zipup initial configuration. The activation barrier is 9.54 kcal/mol, slightly higher

than that of the concerted case (9.23 kcal/mol). Similarly, by assigning the internal

coordinates, one can also generate a zipdown initial configuration in which the a-helix

unwinds from the C-terminal to form the 7r-helix. The resulting energy profile is also

shown in Figure 2-9. The MEP using the zipdown initial structure does not contain

a transition state with an energy much larger than thermal energy at room temper-

ature. Therefore, out of the mechanisms investigated, the zipdown mechanism is the

pathway that has the lowest activation energy. Analyzing the MEP's indicates that

the MEP with larger backbone 0 and 4 variations, estimated by RMS fluctuations of
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Figure 2-9: The energy profiles of the MEPs of the a-helix to r-helix transition of
alanine decapeptide obtained with different initial paths.

these angles along each path, has higher activation barrier for the transformation, i.e.,

zipup > concerted > zipdown. Simplistic descriptions such as concerted, zipup, and

zipdown are useful to describe qualitatively a process such as in this example, and

the molecular details involved can be found using the Replica/Path NEB method. As

demonstrated in this example, the conformational transformation of a large molecule

such as a protein can be very complicated. NEB force projections can be combined

with the RMS best-fit distance definitions and the superlinear minimization scheme

proposed to provide a way to systematically study such processes. Effects of solvent

can be examined by using an implicit description of solvation or by placing the protein

molecule in a simulation cell composed of explicit water molecules. Explicit water

molecules need not all be replicated and can be set to respond to the average struc-

ture of the replicated protein system. Water molecules close to the protein can be

replicated and assigned a non-zero weighting factor, if it is necessary to include them

in the definition of the reaction coordinate. The reversible work of the reaction can

then be obtained via integrating the potential of mean force along the MEP, leading

to the activation free energy. Finally, the MEP's can also be used as initial guesses

(non-dynamical) in transition path sampling simulations38.
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Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide

In this example, a process involving the breaking and forming of chemical bonds

is examined. Dimethyl sulfide can be oxidized to form dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

in aqueous solutions by hydrogen peroxide (Bach et al. , 1991; Bach et al. , 1994).

The ground state structures of the reactant and product clusters are shown in Fig-

ure 2-10. Three water molecules are included in the system, in addition to DMS and

H202. The reactant cluster involves the unoxidized DMS, and the product cluster is

composed of DMSO and four water molecules. The reaction involves reorientation of

water molecules, transfer of the oxygen atom of H202 to the sulfur atom of DMS, and

proton transfer to form the leaving water molecule. All atoms were treated quantum

mechanically using the B3LYP functional and 6-31G basis functions. The quantum

mechanical total energy was calculated using the GAMESS-UK (Guest et al. , 1996)

program and the CHARMM/GAMESS-UK interface was used to perform the calcu-

lations. 20 replicas including the reactant and the product were used to represent

the path. The initial path was generated by linearly interpolating between the re-

actant and the product cluster. The weighting factor is 5 for the sulfur atom and

the oxygen atoms of H202, and 1 for the rest of the atoms. Mass weighting is not

applied. 50 steps of steepest descent minimization were first performed with regular

Replica/Path method, in which the spring constant used was 10000 kcal/mol/A. The

path was then optimized with the NEB force projection with the ABNR scheme and

the MD method. Figure 2-11 compares the convergence rate of the ABNR and MD

methods. A total of 600 steps were performed for both methods. The force constant

for the elastic bands is 5000 kcal/mol/A for both methods. The time step for the

MD method is 0.001 ps. The ABNR scheme we developed also has a much faster

convergence rate in this example. With the ABNR scheme the final RMS off-path

force is 0.01 kcal/mol/A after 600 steps. Note that free minimization of a single QM

structure using ABNR results in a similar terminal RMS gradient. Since the total-

energy calculations become more expensive when a quantum mechanical Hamiltonian

is involved, the enhancement of efficiency in employing the ABNR scheme is very im-
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Figure 2-10: A ball and stick representation of the reactant cluster and the prod-
uct cluster of the dimethyl sulfide oxidation reaction. The reactant cluster includes
dimethyl sulfide, hydrogen peroxide, and three water molecules. The product cluster
includes dimethyl sulfoxide and four water molecules.
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Figure 2-11: The convergence of the ABNR and the MD minimization method for
optimizing the reaction path of the oxidation of DMS via H202 with three water
molecules, using the NEB method. The off-path RMS forces are plotted as functions
of minimization steps on a log/log scale.

portant. This MEP suggests a hydrogen transfer limiting mechanism, i.e., the major

cost of the energy is the proton transfer of hydrogen peroxide to form water oxide, and

the estimated activation energy is 21.9 kcal/mol. Other the hand, a different MEP

can be found by starting from a different initial structure. The alternative initial

structure is generated via linear interpolation with additional intermediates obtained

via restraint minimizations, forcing the 0-0 bond length of H2 02 at 1.5, 1.8, and

2.0 A, combined with the reactant and the product cluster. The MEP is obtained

using the same minimization procedure and is denoted as MEPres, and the previous

MEP is denoted as MEPit. MEPres indicates that the breaking of the 0-0 bond

in H202 and the formation of the S-O bond is the governing step. The transfer of

hydrogen occurs after the transition state is passed. This example demonstrates that

the faster convergence rate of the ABNR scheme can provide a more efficient use of

the NEB method in studying chemical reactions. In addition to reactions of protein

molecules, the information of MEP is also very useful for studying surface reactions

and surface diffusion processes. The superlinear minimization method we proposed

can also greatly enhance the efficiency of applying the NEB method in those fields.
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2.3.4 Summary

In this section, a superlinear minimization scheme, useful for finding minimum en-

ergy pathways using the NEB method is presented. The procedure does not require

a Lagrangian, the first derivative of which would generate the NEB forces, and the

proposed scheme is therefore based on a quasi Newton-Raphson method, ABNR,

instead of the conjugated gradient method. Moreover, a self-consistent solution of

the tangent vectors along the path is included in predicting the new step during the

minimization. The speedup of the new procedure compared with the currently used

quenched MD method has been demonstrated in three non-trivial examples, isomer-

ization of an alanine dipeptide, a-helix to 7r-helix transition of an alanine decapeptide,

and the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide. The acceleration of convergence makes NEB

a more powerful and reliable method to study transition processes, especially when

the process needs to be described via a large number of degrees of freedom or when

a quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is involved. The capability of defining distances

between replicas in the discrete representation of a path in the RMS-fit space with

a user-assigned weighting distribution is also found to be very helpful for studying

flexible macromolecules, such as proteins. It also provides a way to incorporate the

effects of mobile solvent molecules without decreasing the resolution of the process

of interest in a discrete representation of the path. The combination of NEB force

projection procedures, the flexible distance definition in the RMS best fit space with

arbitrary weighting options, and the proposed superlinear minimization scheme thus

provides a framework to study transition processes in complicated systems.

2.4 Free energy simulations of transition processes

The NEB (Nudged Elastic Band) method with the superlinear minimization scheme

introduced in section 2.3 is very efficient for finding the MEPs (Minimum Energy

Paths) and the activation energies at 0 K for reactions in large systems. However, the

oxidation of methionine residues that is of interest in this thesis occurs in aqueous

formulations at a finite temperature, and the free energy is the meaningful quantity to
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characterize the oxidation process and to compare with experimental data. In order

to study transition processes with barriers much larger than kBT using molecular

simulations, it is necessary to sample the configuration space that is not accessible

via standard MD or MC techniques. Therefore, specially designed computational

methods are required to facilitate the calculation of free energies.

The free energy difference between two states characterized by a thermodynamic

variable, A (for example, volume and temperature), is obtained as:

W(A 2)- W(Al) = dA' K H) (2.25)

where H is the Hamiltonian defined as in Eq.(2.2), and (.. .)x is the statistical average

over the equilibrium ensemble corresponding to the parameter value A'. Eq.(2.25) can

also be used to compute the activation free energy along a reaction path defined by

varying a reaction coordinate, , and the free energy for a given value of = ' is:

W(') = -kBT In P('), (2.26)

with the probability density, P(~') given by:

Pe(~') = (5( - ')) (2.27)

Analogous to Eq.(2.25), the free energy difference between two values of ~ is:

W(~2)- W(Q1 ) j d! K/ , H (2.28)

The superscript of the integrand in Eq.(2.28) indicates that the distribution of the

ensemble is conditional with the constraint: = '. After the reaction coordinate

of a reaction is defined, the free energy profile can be obtained via techniques such

as constrained MD and umbrella sampling according to Eq.(2.28) (Allen & Tildesley,

1987; Frenkel & Smit, 1996). These computational methods add biased potentials

or constraints to the Hamiltonian, Eq.(2.2), in order to sample configuration space
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around the reaction coordinate in a sequence of simulations.

In this thesis, constrained MD procedures are used to compute the free energy bar-

riers of methionine oxidation in different environments The SHAKE algorithm (Allen

& Tildesley, 1987; Frenkel & Smit, 1996) is implemented in the CHARMM program

(Brooks et al. , 1983) for constraining a reaction coordinate in MD simulations. Since

in the SHAKE algorithm, both = ' and = 0, the ensemble distribution in the

MD simulation is thus different from the desired distribution in Eq.(2.28). Fortu-

nately, the correction of the additional ~ = 0 constraint has been developed (Sprik &

Ciccotti, 1998):

dW (Z- 1/ 2[-A + kBTG]), (2.29)
(2.29)d<! (Z-1/2), '

where A is the force in order to satisfy the = ' and 5 = 0 constraints from the

SHAKE procedure during an MD simulation, and Z and G are geometrical quantities

which depend on the reaction coordinate, :

z E'M (a- ) (2.30)

G Z2 E mimjai Fri0r a~r (2.31)

where mi is the mass of atom i and ri is the position vector of atom i. Therefore, the

activation free energy can be obtained via constrained MD simulations according to

Eq. (2.28)-Eq. (2.31).

2.5 Dynamic effects of solvent molecules and other

degrees of freedom

Although the activation free energy of transition processes in condensed phases can

be computed as discussed in section 2.4, the determination of a suitable reaction

coordinate can be very difficult, especially if the activation process is complicated,

for example, when solvent degrees of freedom are involved (Bolhuis et al. , 2000;
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Geissler et al. , 2001). In a liquid phase, the coupling of solvent molecules to a

transition process not only affects the underlying free energy surface (Chandler, 1978;

Garcia-Viloca et al. , 2004), but may also change the governing degree of freedom

(Bolhuis et al. , 2000; Geissler et al. , 2001). Transition path sampling (TPS) (Bolhuis

et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 2002) is a computational method that samples reaction

pathways without an a priori definition of the reaction coordinate, but it is extremely

computationally intensive to compute the free energy of a reaction via TPS.

Thus, in order to compute the free energy barrier of the oxidation of methion-

ine as well as to understand the effects of solvent molecules, an approach that is a

compromise between TPS and methods described earlier in the chapter is adapted in

this thesis. Constrained MD simulations are still performed along a chosen reaction

coordinate, but they are based on minimum energy paths (MEP) obtained by the

method developed in section 2.3. The committor probabilities (as described below)

of the configurations at the maximum of the free energy profile are then calculated to

determine wether or not the transition state ensemble was found (Du et al. , 1998).

These results not only broaden the current knowledge of the mechanism of oxidation

of methionine residues in solution but also add to our understanding of transition

path sampling methods by increasing our experience with their applications.

The committor probability, pB(r, t), or, PB, is the probability that a trajectory,

X(ts), initiated from configuration r and of length t ends in state B. Here, the vector

overbar is omitted on r for simplicity. Mathematically, PB can be represented as

(Bryant et al. , 2000; Bolhuis et al. , 2002):

PB = PB(r, ts) -= , p[y(t)] 6(X(to) - r) hB(T(t)) /p(r), (2.32)
(ts)

where p[X(ts)] is the probability density of the trajectory X(t,), and hB is the step

function (1 for a state belong to B and 0 otherwise). States A and B can be defined

by appropriate order parameters. A configuration r with a committor probability,

1
pB = PA = - (2.33)

2'
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is located on the dividing surface separating states A and B along the trajectory

X(ts), i.e., the transition state. The transition state ensemble is thus an ensemble

of structures satisfying Eq.(2.33). This definition of transition states depends on

properties of dynamic pathways but not on the free energy profile from a predefined

reaction coordinate. Therefore, one of the uses of Eq.(2.33) is to test the dynamic

effects of other degrees of freedom on a chosen reaction coordinate. For example, the

committor probabilities of configurations at the maximum of a free energy profile of

a reaction coordinate, = S', can be calculated by assigning different initial velocities

according to a Boltzmann distribution. A committor probability distribution centered

at 0.5 indicates that is not coupled to the activation of other degrees of freedom and

is thus a representative reaction coordinate of the transition process (Klosek et al.

, 1991; Du et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 1998; Bryant et al. , 2000; Bolhuis et al.,

2002).
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Chapter 3

The Mechanism of the Oxidation

of Organic Sulfides by H202

As mentioned in section 1.2, a mechanistic understanding of the peroxide induced

oxidation of organic sulfides in an aqueous solution has not yet been developed. In

this chapter, this question is addressed by analyzing proposed oxidation mechanisms

using high level ab initio simulations with the objective of finding a mechanism that

is consistent with all experimental observations in moderate pH ranges. Both the

specific effects of solvent molecules and the effects of the solvent as a polarizable di-

electric continuum are carefully included. It turns out that including water molecules

explicitly leads to a new reaction mechanism, which is consistent with all experimen-

tal data. Specifically, two reactions, hydrogen transfer of hydrogen peroxide to form

water oxide and the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) by hydrogen peroxide to

form dimethyl sulfoxide, were studied as models of these processes in general. Sol-

vent effects are included both via explicitly including water molecules and via the

polarizable continuum model. The former was found to have a much more significant

effect than the latter. When explicit water molecules are included, a mechanism dif-

ferent from those proposed in the literature was found. Specific interactions including

hydrogen bonding with 2-3 water molecules can provide enough stabilization for the

charge separation of the activation complex. The energy barrier of the oxidation of

DMS by hydrogen peroxide was estimated to be 12.7 kcal/mol, within the experi-
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mental range of the oxidation of analogous compounds (10-20 kcal/mol). The major

reaction coordinate of the reaction is the breaking of the 0-0 bond of H202 and

the formation of the S-O bond, and the transfer of hydrogen to the distal oxygen of

hydrogen peroxide occurs after the system has passed the transition state. Reaction

barriers of the hydrogen transfer of H202 are an average of 10 kcal/mol or higher

than the reaction barriers of the oxidation of DMS. Therefore, a two step oxidation

mechanism in which the transfer of a hydrogen atom occurs first to form water oxide

and the transfer of oxygen to a substrate occurs afterwards is unlikely to be cor-

rect. Our proposed oxidation mechanism does not suggest a pH dependence of the

oxidation rates within a moderate range around neutral pH (i.e. under conditions

in which hydronium and hydroxide ions do not participate directly in the reaction),

and it agrees with experimental observations over moderate pH values. Also, without

including a protonated solvent molecule, it has activation energies that correspond to

measured activation energies.

3.1 Details of calculations

Ab initio calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 98 package (Frisch et al.

, 1998). B3LYP (Becke's three-parameter functional (Berke, 1993)) with the 6-

31++G(d,p) basis set was employed for geometry optimizations, transition-state

searches and frequency calculations throughout this study; a scaling factor of 0.980630

was used for zero-point-energies (ZPEs) corrections. All transition states reported in

this chapter have only one imaginary vibrational mode, and were found without im-

posing constraints during the process of geometry optimization. We have tested the

accuracy of the B3LYP functional and the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set against higher

levels of theories (MP2, MP4 (Frisch et al. , 1990a; Frisch et al. , 1990b) and CCSD,

CCSD(T) (Purvis & Bartlett, 1982),(Scuseria & Schaefer, 1989)) and larger basis

sets (6-31++G(3df,3dp), cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVDZ) for the 1,2 hydrogen transfer

reaction of hydrogen peroxide (Bach et al. , 1991), and the results indicate that the

B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) theory is sufficient to predict accurate geometries and relative
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energetics. In order to treat electron correlation in a reliable manner, the MP4 method

is used for single energy corrections. The SAC (scaling-all-correlation) (Fast et al.,

1999; Lynch & Truhlar, 2003) factor for the MP2//B3LYP6-31++G(d,p) calculations

is found to be 1.1052 to scale to the MP4 calculations. Unless specifically mentioned,

the energetics reported in this study are based on MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) the-

ory. The polarized continuum model (Miertus et al. , 1981; Miertus & Tomasi, 1982),

PCM, was used to describe the long-range electrostatic polarization of the surround-

ing environment. Water is the only solvent considered (=80), and the united atom

topological model (Barone et al. , 1997) was used to build up the solute cavity. The

effects of solvent polarization were examined at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level.

3.2 Results and discussions

In this chapter, two reactions, the hydrogen transfer of H202 to form water oxide

and the oxidation dimethyl sulfide (DMS) by H202, were studied using ab initio cal-

culations in order to identify the mechanism by which organic sulfides are oxidized

by H202 in solution. The hydrogen transfer of H202 corresponds to the rate-limiting

step of a 2-step mechanism (Bach et al. , 1991; Bach et al. , 1994), the first step being

the formation of water oxide and the second step being the transfer of oxygen from

H200 to the nucleophile. The activation barrier of the second step was estimated

to be less than 5 kcal/mol for the oxidation of DMS (Bach et al. , 1991). A cor-

rect mechanism must satisfy all experimental observations described earlier, i.e., the

activation energies estimated by the mechanism should be between 10-20 kcal/mol

and the mechanism should not suggest a pH dependence of oxidation rates between

pH-2-10 (Amels et al., 1997).
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3.2.1 Hydrogen transfer of hydrogen peroxide to form water

oxide

Water oxide, H2OO, is a local energy minimum on the potential energy surface of

hydrogen peroxide and is 46-50 kcal/mol higher in energy than H20 2. The reported

activation energies of the hydrogen transfer reaction of H202 in earlier ab initio stud-

ies were in the range of 29-50 kcal/mol (Bach et al. , 1991; Okajima, 2001), depending

on the number of water molecules involved. The lower end of reported energy barriers

is still much higher than the measured activation barriers (10-20 kcal/mol) for the

oxidation of organic sulfides. In this section, the potential role of the general acid in

stabilizing the transition complex of the hydrogen transfer reaction of H2 02 is ana-

lyzed in detail. We would like to find out that whether or not the rate-limiting step

in the oxidation of organic sulfides is the formation of water oxide. Various reaction

configurations as well as the effects of electrostatic polarization on activation barriers

of the hydrogen transfer reaction of H202 are examined. Figure 3-1 shows optimized

geometries of the reactant cluster 1 and the transition state TS-1 of the hydrogen

transfer reaction with a single water molecule. The MP4/6-31++G(d,p)//B3LYP6-

31++G(d,p) energy difference is 39.1 kcal/mol. This value is similar to the result

in a previous study with an MP2/6-31G* calculation (42.7 kcal/mol) (Bach et al.,

1991). For the transition state TS-1, the imaginary vibrational mode corresponds to

the 1,4 hydrogen transfer, and the water molecule serves as a catalyst by accepting

the H3 atom from 01 and donating the H7 atom to 02. In order to test the sensitivity

of the calculated energy barrier with respect to the number of basis sets, post-SCF

calculations on the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) geometries were performed with a number

of basis sets at the MP2 level; results are shown in Figure 3-2. The energy barriers

are not very sensitive to the number of basis functions, although a slight decrease

in AE with an increase in the number of basis functions was observed between ba-

sis sets with <100 basis functions and those with >100 basis functions. Differences

are within 2.5 kcal/mol in all cases. Compared to the direct 1,2 hydrogen transfer

of H202 (AE*=54.6 kcal/mol), the 1,4 hydrogen transfer pathway in the presence
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Figure 3-1: The hydrogen transfer reaction of hydrogen peroxide with a single water
molecule. Reactant cluster 1 and transition state TS-1 cluster were fully optimized
at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level; energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3-2: Sensitivity of the energy barrier between 1 and TS-1 to the number of
basis functions. Post-SCF calculations were performed at the MP2 level.
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of a single water molecule has an activation energy that is lower by 015 kcal/mol,

indicating that solvent molecules can efficiently reduce the activation barrier of this

reaction. We have also explored various reaction configurations involving 2 and 3

water molecules, and our results show that the second and the third water molecule

do have significant effects on reducing the activation barrier. For example, the con-

figurations with 2 water molecules have activation barriers that are 7.5-8.0 kcal/mol

lower than the one water model, and the configurations with 3 water molecules have

activation barriers that are 3-6 kcal/mole lower than the two water configurations.

However, the fourth water molecule does not result in significant difference of activa-

tion barrier compared to the three water cases (difference <1 kcal/mol). Compared

to the results of earlier theoretical studies of the hydrogen transfer reaction of H202

(the lowest value reported: 29.5 kcal/mol (Bach et al., 1991; Okajima, 2001)), the

activation energy (with ZPE) of reactant cluster 2 and TS-2 shown in Figure 3-3 is

lower (26.2 kcal/mol). The major cause of this reduction is the specific inclusion of

water molecules with the reactant (Figure 3-3). Two water molecules are involved

in the hydrogen-transfer process in TS-2, and this type of 1,6 of hydrogen transfer

has been reported (Bach et al. , 1991; Okajima, 2001). The third water molecule in

TS-2 is not involved in the hydrogen transfer process, but it is hydrogen bonded to

H202 and the presence of the third water molecule has reduced the barrier by -5

kcal/mol. This type of configuration has not been explored in earlier studies. This

result indicates that specific interactions with solvent molecules can have significant

stabilization effects on the reaction. In addition, the effects of the long-range electro-

static polarization of the solvent (,=O in gas phase and r,=80 in aqueous solution)

has been analyzed by incorporating Tomasi's polarizable continuum model (PCM)

(Miertus et al. , 1981; Miertus & Tomasi, 1982) in locating the geometries of the

reactant clusters and transition states and in total energy calculations. Including

polarization in this way does not led to a significant difference (<1.5 kcal/mol) in

reaction activation energies compared to those in vacuum. This result indicates that

solvent molecules stabilize the hydrogen transfer reaction of H202 via specific inter-

actions rather than dielectric polarization; it is also consistent with the experimental
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Figure 3-3: 'The hydrogen transfer reaction of hydrogen peroxide with three water
molecules, two at one side and the third one at the other side of H20 2 . Two wa-
ter molecules are involved in the concerted proton transfer at the transition state.
Reactant cluster 2 and transition state TS-2 were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-
31+-G(d,p) level; energetics were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)
level.
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observation that the reaction rate of peroxide oxidation is insensitive to solvent di-

electric constants (Dankleff et al. , 1968). Although the minimum activation energy

obtained (26.2 kcal/mol) is lower than that obtained in previous studies, it is still too

high compared to experimentally determined activation energies of the oxidation of

organic sulfides by hydrogen peroxide (10-20 kcal/mol).

3.2.2 Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide(DMS)

Dimethyl sulfide (CH 3-S-CH3) is an organic sulfide and can be oxidized by H202 to

form dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) in aqueous solution (Amels et al. , 1997). DMS

oxidation in aqueous solution is also of biological interest, because it represents part

of the methionine side chain, and oxidation of the sulfur atom in methionine residues

by peroxides is one of the major degradation pathways of therapeutic proteins. The

starting point of this section is the fact that of the mechanisms previously proposed in

the literature, as presented in Chapter 1 and as studied in the previous section, none

of them are consistent with experimental data, including both the pH dependence of

the rates of oxidation and the estimated activation energies. Aside from the mecha-

nism proposed by Bach et al. (Bach et al. , 1994) (Figure 1-3), the activation energies

estimated in previous theoretical studies are too high compared to experimental es-

timations. The problem with the mechanism of Bach et al. (Figure 1-3) is that it

implies a marked pH dependence of rates of oxidation of organic sulfides via H202,

but a subsequent experimental study reported that the rates of oxidation of DMS are

independent of pH over the range of pH=2-10 in aqueous solutions (Amels et al. ,

1997). Note that Figure 1-3 may still be the route of oxidation at low pH values, since

an increase in the rates of oxidation of DMS was observed for pH<2 (Amels et al. ,

1997). We wish to determine the mechanism of the oxidation process in a moderate

pH range (2-10), including understanding the governing factors that bring about this

reaction. Not only will this add to our understanding of a class of important chemical

reactions, but also, it will enhance our ability to develop ideas to hinder this process,

when desired. Figure 3-4 shows geometries optimized at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)

level for the reactant cluster 3 and the transition state TS-3 for DMS oxidation by
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Figure 3-4: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with a single water molecule. Reactant
cluster 3 and transition state TS-3 cluster were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level; energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)
level.
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Figure 3-5: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with a single water molecule. Reactant
cluster 3 and transition state TS-3 cluster were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level; energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)
level.

H202 in the presence of a single water molecule. At TS-3, the reaction mode is mainly

the transfer of 02 to S1 and does not exhibit significant hydrogen transfer character.

This indicates that the proper reaction coordinate involves the S1-0 2 distance and the

02-03 distance, and that our picture is different from the mechanism found earlier for

DMS oxidation where the transfer of hydrogen to form water oxide occurs before the

transfer of oxygen (Bach et al. , 1994). A reaction path following analysis (Gonzalez

& Sclegel, 1989; Gonzalez & Schlegel, 1990) shows that the transfer of hydrogen in-

deed occurs after the transfer of oxygen. Selected frames and corresponding energies

are shown in Figure 3-5. The energy difference between the reactant cluster and the

transition state in this model is 24.4 kcal/mol at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)

level. Although this value is still too high compared with experimental observations,
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Figure 3-6: Sensitivity of the energy barrier between 3 and TS-3. Post-SCF calcula-
tions were performed at the MP2 level of theory for all data points.

it is lower than the activation energy of a similar reaction: oxidation of DMS with two

H202 molecules calculated at the MP4//MP2/6-31G(d) level, in which the transfer

of hydrogen occurs first to form water oxide, and the reported energy barrier of this

process was 40.8 kcal/mol (Bach et al. , 1994). A sensitivity analysis of the reac-

tion energy barriers with respect to the number basis functions was performed and is

shown in Figure 3-6; all data points were calculated at the MP2 level of theory. By

including diffuse functions with 6-31(d) and 6-31(d,p) basis functions, the calculated

energy difference is decreased by -10 kcal/mol. Among the cases investigated, only

the 6-311G(3df,3dp) basis set can predict a reasonable energy barrier without diffuse

functions (Frisch et al. , 1998). In conclusion, including diffuse functions can greatly

enhance the performance of the 6-31G(d) and 6-31G(d,p) basis sets and are necessary

to predict correct energy barriers of DMS oxidation by H202 with a water molecule,

and the 6-31-i-G(d,p) basis set is sufficiently accurate compared to larger basis sets.

The effects of the electrostatic polarization of the surrounding solvent were also an-

alyzed with the PCM model for DMS oxidation with a single water molecule. The

difference in activation energy between the unsolvated phase and the solvated phase

is insignificant (0.2 kcal/mol). The insensitivity of activation energy to dielectric po-

larization of solvent for this reaction is similar to the hydrogen transfer reaction of
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H202 as described earlier, and again, is also consistent with the experimental obser-

vation that the reaction rate of peroxide oxidation is insensitive to solvent dielectric

constants (Dankleff et al. , 1968). We analyzed the charge distribution along the reac-

tion path of TS-3 using the Merz-Singh-Kollman (MSK) scheme (Frisch et al., 1998)

in order to understand the charge separation in the SN2 oxidation of DMS by H20 2.

The sulfur atom of DMS, S1, has an atomic charge of -0.22 in the reactant cluster 3,

Figure 3-4. Both of the two oxygen atoms of H202 have similar atomic charges, -0.43

for 02 and -0.48 for 03, indicating the symmetric nature of hydrogen peroxide. As the

hydrogen peroxide molecule approaches DMS (S1-02=2.8 A, S1-02=4.2 A in reactant

cluster 3), the atomic charges of 02 and 03 became different (02=-0.24, 03-0.45).

During this part of reaction, the energy is increased by 9 kcal/mol. Note that the

02-03 bond length remains near the equilibrium value of 1.46 A at this point. In this

part of reaction, the hydrogen peroxide and the water molecule rearrange such that

the S1, 02 and 03 atoms lie on a line, and the 03-H8 and 04-H7 hydrogen bonds are

formed (reference to Figure 4). This arrangement results in a more significant change

of the atomic charge on the transferring oxygen (-0.41 to -0.24) than on other atoms.

The 02-03 bond then starts to break. The negative charge on the distal oxygen, 03,

begins to increase, and the sulfur atom, S1, begins to lose its negative charge. For the

transferring oxygen, 02, however, the MSK charge remains around the value of -0.24.

At the transition state, TS-3, the charges are: S1 (0.15), 02 (-0.24), and 03 (-0.83)

(reactant, S1 (-0.22), 02 (-0.43), and 03 (-0.48)). The atomic charge on the sulfur

atom goes from negative in the reactant to positive in the transition state. This trend

continues after passing the transition state. Although the values of the point charges

depend on the method used for population analysis, the nature of charge separation

and transfer is qualitatively the same if other population analysis methods were used,

such as the Mulliken population analysis (Szabo & Ostlund, 1989) and the natural

orbital analysis. The analysis of charge separation during the oxidation process also

provides insight into how solvent molecules may stabilize the reaction. For example,

hydrogen bonding to the more negative distal oxygen may stabilize the transition

state structure more than the reactant cluster so that the activation energy can be
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decreased. Based on the experience of the H20 2 hydrogen transfer reaction, we antic-

ipate that the number of water molecules in the theoretical model can dramatically

change the reaction energy barrier. Three configurations were studied for the model

containing two water molecules. For configurations 1 (4 and TS-4) and 2 (5 and

TS-5), two water molecules are at the same side of H202, as shown in Figure 3-7

and Figure 3-8, respectively. The difference is that the two water molecules are at

the trans side with respect to the methyl groups of DMS in the first configuration,

(Figure 3-7, 4 and TS-4), and at the cis side in the second, (Figure 3-8, 5 and TS-

5'). For the third configuration, each water molecule is at one side of the hydrogen

peroxide, (Figure 3-9 and TS-6). Geometries were optimized in the unsolvated sys-

tems only. Recall that both theoretical calculations (DMS oxidation with one water

molecule) and experimental observations suggest that the oxidation rates of organic

sulfides are not strong functions of the dielectric constant of the media (Dankleff

et al. , 1968). We conclude that calculations performed in the unsolvated systems

can provide adequate information for the reaction kinetics if enough water molecules

are included explicitly. Reactant cluster 4 (Figure 3-7) has the lowest energy among

the three reactant clusters. It is 0.1 kcal/mol lower than that in 5 (Figure 3-8), and

1.7 kcal/mol lower than that in 6 (Figure 3-9). The predicted energy barriers for the

three configurations with two water molecules are 18.5 kcal/mol (4 and TS-4), 18.9

kcal/mol (5 and TS-5) and 14.0 kcal/mol (6 and TS-6), respectively. At TS-4 and

TS-5, the oxygen atom of the second water molecule, 05, forms a hydrogen bond

with the hydrogen atom bonded to 02, and the hydrogen atom of the other water is

hydrogen bonded to the distal oxygen, 03. In the one water case (TS-4, Figure 3-7),

the two hydrogen bonds are formed by the single water molecule. The arrangement of

the second water molecule results in a decrease of 5-7 kcal/mol in the energy barrier.

For TS-6, the hydrogen atom of the second water molecule forms a hydrogen bond

to 03, and the other water retains a similar configuration as that in TS-4. Therefore,

the additional hydrogen bond to the more negative distal oxygen in TS-6 versus TS-

4 and TS-5 is responsible for the lower activation energy of configuration 3, again,

as a result of the stabilization of the charge separation in the transition state. The
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Figure 3-7: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with two water molecules, configuration
1. The two water molecules are at the same side of H20 2 and at the trans side
of the methyl groups of DMS molecule at the transition state. Reactant cluster 4
and transition state TS-4 were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level;
energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3-8: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with two water molecules, configuration 2.
The two water molecules are at the same side of H20 2 and at the cis side of the methyl
groups of DMS molecule at the transition state. Reactant cluster 5 and transition
state TS-5 were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level; energies were
calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3-9: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with two water molecules, configuration
3. Each water molecule is of one side of H202. Reactant cluster 6 and transition
state TS-6 were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level; energies were
calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3-10: Reaction path following analysis of DMS oxidation with two water
molecules for TS-4. Bond lengths in each snapshot correspond to the dotted lines
connecting the indicated atoms of the upper-left frame.

imaginary vibrational modes for all transition states demonstrate that the character-

istic mode at the transition state is oxygen transfer to the sulfur atom, but not the

transfer of hydrogen. A reaction path following analysis for transition state TS-4 is

shown in Figure 3-10. First, the 02-03 bond breaks, and the H8 transfers from 05 to

03. Second, H7 transfers to 05 from 04. Finally, H6 transfers to 04 from 02 forming

the leaving water molecules. In this reaction, both water molecules are involved in

the hydrogen transfer process after passing the transition state. For TS-5, a reaction

path following analysis is shown in Figure 3-11. In this case, the transfer of 02 to S1

also occurs before the transfer of hydrogen. The hydrogen atom H4, goes directly to

the distal oxygen, 03 from 02. Water molecules only stabilize the system via hydro-

gen bonding. For TS-6, the hydrogen transfer process is similar to that in the one

water model, Figure 3-5. The hydrogen atom of the second water molecule forms a

hydrogen bond with 03, but is not involved in the transfer of hydrogen. Compared

to the one water case, this arrangement has lowered the activation energy by -10

kcal/mol.

For the three-water model, two water configurations were considered. In the first
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Figure 3-11: Reaction path following analysis of DMS oxidation with two water
molecules for TS-5. Bond lengths in each snapshot correspond to the dotted lines
connecting the indicated atoms of the upper-left frame.

configuration, two water molecules are at one side of H202, but at the trans side of

the methyl groups (7 and TS-7, Figure 12). This configuration corresponds to con-

figuration 1 in the two water model, and the third water molecule forms a hydrogen

bond with the distal oxygen, 03 at the transition state. In configuration 2, two water

molecules are at the cis side of the methyl groups and the other one is at the trans side

(8 and TS-8 in Figure 13). This configuration corresponds to configuration 3 in the

two water model, and in this case, the third water molecule forms a hydrogen bond

with the transferring oxygen, 02 at the transition state. Since the distal oxygen is

more negative than the transferring oxygen at the transition state, it is expected that

the third water molecule in configuration 1 will have more stabilization effects. This is

indeed the case. The energy barriers are 12.6 kcal/mol between 7 and TS-7 and 13.7

kcal/mol between 8 and TS-8. Compared to configuration 3 in the two water model,

the third water molecule in configuration 2 yields only 0.3 kcal/mol in stabilization

energy. However, compared with configuration 1 in the two-water model, the third

water molecule of configuration 1 has a significant stabilization effects, reducing the

activation energy by 5.9 kcal/mol. These results indicate that forming a hydrogen
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Figure 3-12: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with three water molecules, configu-
ration 1. Reactant cluster 7 and transition state TS-7 were fully optimized at
the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level; energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 3-13: Oxidation of dimethyl sulfide with three water molecules, configu-
ration 2. Reactant cluster 8 and transition state TS-8 were fully optimized at
the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level; energies were calculated at the MP4//B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) level.
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bond with the more negative distal oxygen at the transition state has more stabiliza-

tion effect than doing this with the less negative 02 atom. For both configurations,

the calculated activation energies are within the experimentally observed range of

organic sulfides (10r20 kcal/mol). When compared with the activation energy (13.5

kcal/mol) for thioxane oxidation by hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution, the above

result is also quite close (Dankleff et al. , 1968). For each model of DMS oxidation,

the activation barrier is about 10 kcal/mol or more lower than that of the correspond-

ing hydrogen transfer reaction of hydrogen peroxide to water oxide. Therefore, it is

unlikely that oxidation occurs in two steps in which the hydrogen transfers first to

form water oxide. Instead, oxidation occurs via stretching of the 0-0 bond of H20 2

and reduction in the S-O distance. Solvent molecules stabilize the charge separation

at, the transition state via specific interactions, including hydrogen bonding, and may

also be involved in the transfer of hydrogen after the system has passed the transi-

tion state. Hydrogen bonding to the more negative distal oxygen at the transition

state has a significant stabilization effect as shown in the two-water and three-water

models. Reaction path following analyses of transition states indicate that one or

two water molecules can be involved in the hydrogen transfer process, similar to the

hydrogen transfer reaction of hydrogen peroxide in which both 1,4 and 1,6 concerted

proton transfers have been observed. In addition, a direct 1,2 hydrogen transfer to

the distal oxygen occurring after the system has passed the transition state was also

observed (Figure 3-11). Since the transfer of hydrogen occurs after the transition

state is passed, it is not the determining factor of the activation barriers. Instead, 2-

3 explicit water molecules can provide enough stabilization energy for the oxidation of

organic sulfides by peroxides. Water molecules stabilize the charge separation at the

activation complex via specific interactions including hydrogen bonding. This mech-

anism is also in agreement with the experimentally observed pH-independent rates

over moderate pH ranges, since an additional proton is not involved in this model.

Our results imply that unprotonated water molecules can provide enough stabiliza-

tion for the oxidation of organic sulfides by hydrogen peroxide. At extremely low pH

conditions, of course, high concentrations of protonated solvent molecules may result
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in different oxidation pathways (Bach et al., 1994; Amels et al., 1997).

3.3 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the above theoretical analyses:

1. For moderate pH values, perhaps between 2 and 12, the reaction coordinate

leading to oxidation of dimethyl sulfide by H202 is the separation (breaking)

of the 0-0 bond together with the formation of the S-O bond. Thus, under

these conditions, water molecules stabilize the transition complex via specific

interactions including formation of hydrogen bonds with H202 but not proton

transfer as previously assumed in the literature (Bach et al. , 1991; Nguyan

et al., 1993; Nguyan, 1994; Bach et al., 1994; Li et al. , 1995; Okajima, 2001;

Ottolina & Carrea, 2001).

2. Hydrogen transfer does occur during oxidation of DMS, but it is not the deter-

mining factor of the activation barrier. Hydrogen transfer can occur via multi-

ple different pathways depending on the local solvent configuration (Figure 3-5,

Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11).

3. During DMS oxidation, an uneven charge distribution between the oxygen

atoms of H202 is developed. The distal oxygen is more negative than the

transferring oxygen. Water molecules stabilize the charge separation by local

polarization and via formation of hydrogen bonds with H202.

4. For hydrogen transfer reactions involving H202 and for DMS oxidation with

a single water molecule, a polarizable solvent results in small effects on acti-

vation energies (<1 kcal/mol in most cases). This is also consistent with the

experimental observation that the rates of oxidation of organic sulfides are not

a strong function of solvent dielectric constants (Dankleff et al. , 1968).

5. The energy barrier of DMS oxidation with 3 water molecules is estimated to
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be 12.7 kcal/mol at the MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level, within the experi-

mental range of barriers of oxidation of organic sulfides (Dankleff et al. , 1968).

6. The activation energies of the hydrogen transfer reaction of hydrogen peroxide

are an average of 10 kcal/mol or more higher than those for the oxidation of

DMS by H202. This, combined with conclusions 1-5, indicates that a two-step

mechanism in which the hydrogen transfer of H202 occurs first to form water

oxide followed by the transfer of oxygen to the nucleophile from water oxide is

not the mechanism by which organic sulfides are oxidized by hydrogen peroxide.

7. The proposed oxidation mechanism does not suggest a pH dependence of oxida-

tion rates within a moderate range around neutral pH (i.e. under conditions in

which hydronium and hydroxide ions do not participate directly in the reaction).

In this respect, it agrees with experimental observations over moderate pH val-

ues (Amels et al. , 1997). It also predicts activation energies corresponding to

measured activation energies without including a protonated solvent molecule.
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Chapter 4

Oxidation of Methionine Residues

in G-CSF

In order to understand the connection between the conformation of a protein molecule

and the oxidation of its methionine residues, the structural properties of G-CSF

(Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor) are investigated via molecular dynamics

simulations and are correlated with the rates of oxidation of methionine residues at

different pH values. Each of the four methionine groups in G-CSF have significant

and different, rates of oxidation as a function of pH. Even Metl in the unstructured

N-terminal region, has a rate of oxidation as low as half that of free methionine.

The structural properties of G-CSF as a function of pH are evaluated in terms of

properties such as hydrogen bonding, deviations from X-ray structure, helical/helical

packing, and the atomic covariance fluctuation matrix of a-carbons. The results

show that dynamics (structural fluctuations) are essential in explaining oxidation

and that a static picture, such as that resulting from X-ray data, fails in this regard.

Moreover, the simulation results also indicate that the solvent-accessible-area (SAA),

traditionally used to measure solvent accessibility of a protein site, of the sulfur atom

of methionine residues does not correlate well with the rate of oxidation. Instead, a

structural property, average two-shell water coordination number (WCN), is identified

to correlate well with measured oxidation rates.
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4.1 Motivation

As discussed in Chapter 1, the covalent addition of an oxygen atom to the sulfur

atom of methionine changes the chemical properties of proteins and generally leads

to the loss of biological function. Early studies suggested that the major reactive

oxygen species causing the oxidation of methionine in proteins in aqueous solutions

are hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide (Li et al. , 1995). Oxidation by hydroxyl

radicals is catalyzed by metal ions that bind to specific sites of a protein. This type

of mechanism is referred to as "site-specific" oxidation(Stadtman & Oliver, 1991;

Stadtman, 1992; Nguyan, 1994; Li et al., 1995). Oxidation by hydrogen peroxide,

on the other hand, is generally accepted to be an SN 2 reaction. It is referred to as

"non-site-specific" oxidation (Wang, 1999; Li et al. , 1995). The charge separation

developed during the breaking of the 0-0 bond in H202 contributes to most of the

energetic penalty of the oxidation reaction (Edwards, 1960; Ranky & Nelson, 1961;

Dankleff et al., 1968; Curci et al., 1970). This observation led to the proposal in a

1994 theoretical study that a strong proton donor, such as a hydronium ion, would

be necessary to affect the oxidation (Bach et al. , 1994). Subsequent to the 1994

study, it was observed experimentally that over a large range of pH(2-10) there is

no pH dependence on the rate of oxidation (Amels et al. , 1997). This observation

called into question the validity of the 1994 mechanism over an intermediate range

of pH. The studies presented in Chapter 3 were thus performed, and the results led

to the proposal of a new mechanism of charge stablization resulting from specific

interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, with surrounding water molecules. These in-

teractions stabilize the charge separation and result in the observed activation energy

of the reaction (10-15 kcal/mol). The new mechanism can thus be called a "water-

mediated" mechanism and is consistent with all available experimental information

about the oxidation mechanism, such as activation energies and the pH dependence of

oxidation rates as shown in Chapter 3. It also leads to the conclusion that exposure to

solvent molecules plays an essential role in oxidation reactions. In several studies, it

was shown that amino acids that are located in buried positions (determined qualita-
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tively from static X-ray data) are less easily oxidized by exogenously added peroxide

oxidants (Pearlman & Bewley, 1993; Cleland et al., 1993; Lu et al., 1999; Griffiths

& Cooney, 2002) compared to those at the surface. This implies that the access of

solvent to methionine sites affects oxidation. While this observation is consistent with

our proposed mechanism, it is qualitative at best, because it is based on static data.

Clearly, proteins have essential dynamic behavior that is not captured by static X-ray

structure. This study addresses the effects of protein dynamics and thermal fluctu-

ations on the rates of oxidation of methionine sites in therapeutic proteins. In this

chapter, the focus is put on G-CSF, a protein pharmaceutical useful in treating pa-

tients suffering from neutropenia and in mobilizing peripheral blood progenitor cells

for harvesting and transplantation after myeloablative chemoradio therapy (Lu et al.

, 1999). G-CSF has four methionine groups, Metl, Met122, Met127 and Met138.

Each of the methionine groups has been shown to be oxidized by hydrogen peroxide

with distinct oxidation rates in the order: Metl > Met138 > Met127 > Met122.

Furthermore, the bioactivity measured by a cell mitogenesis bioassay was shown to

decrease to 3% after all methionine groups were oxidized (Lu et al., 1999).

A measure typically used to quantify the degree to which the solvent can interact

with different parts of the protein is solvent accessible area (SAA) (Lee & Richards,

1971). However, using the X-ray structure by Aritomi et al. (Aritomi et al. , 1999;

Aritomi et al. , 2000), PDB entry 1CD9, and a probe radius of 1.6 A, the computed

SAA's of Met122, Met127, and Met138 are zero. Since all three of these Met groups

have appreciable rates of oxidation, it is unlikely that this structural quantity either

relates to oxidation or provides a good measure of the degree to which solvent can

interact with sites in the protein. It seems to be important at least to incorporate

protein and solvent dynamics in any model that relates structural properties to rates

of oxidation. In this study, molecular dynamics simulations of G-CSF were performed

to understand the relationship between oxidation and the structures of G-CSF. The

simulations incorporated an explicit treatment of the solvent molecules and realistic

dynamical motions of each atom in the protein. The goal was to better understand

the oxidation of methionine by relating structural properties to rates of oxidation.
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It was hoped that a structural parameter could be identified that correlates well to

rates of oxidation. In addition, the effects of pH on the rates of oxidation and on

structural properties are also analyzed.

4.2 Details of calculations

Molecular dynamics simulations of G-CSF were performed using the CHARMM soft-

ware (Brooks et al. , 1983) and the CHARMM22 all-atom potential (MacKerell et al.

, 1998). The initial structure of G-CSF was obtained from the X-ray structure of

Aritomi et al. (Aritomi et al. , 1999; Aritomi et al. , 1999), determined at pH 7.5,

PDB entry 1CD9. The coordinates of residues missing in the PDB data (residues

1-6) were generated using the internal coordinate table; the coordinates of hydrogen

atoms were then generated using the HBUILD function of CHARMM (Brooks et al.

, 1983). 100 steepest descent steps followed by 500 conjugate gradient steps were ap-

plied to the initial geometry with heavy atoms fixed at their PDB coordinates. The

resulting geometry was then further minimized with 300 conjugate gradient steps

with heavy atoms restrained by their PDB coordinates. The restraint force constant

was 30 kcal/mol/A and was decreased by 10 kcal/mol/A at every 100 minimization

steps. The resulting geometry had a 0.12 A all-atom RMSD (Root of Mean Squared

Deviation) from the original X-ray coordinates and was used as the reference struc-

ture for analysis. G-CSF has five histidine residues, and the protonation states were

determined by examining the relative distances to surrounding hydrogen bond donors

and acceptors. The reference structure was then solvated in a pre-equilibrated (295

K, 1 atm) truncated octahedral water cell with a lattice length of 68 A, containing

8280 water molecules. Counter ions were placed using the SOLVATE program (Grub-

muller, 1996). Water molecules with oxygen atoms within 2.4 A of the heavy atoms

of G-CSF and counter ions were removed. Periodic boundary conditions were applied

and the long-range Coulombic interactions were calculated using the particle-mesh

Ewald summation method (Darden et al. , 1993; Essmann et al. , 1995a). The cutoff

radius for electrostatic interactions was 15 A. Covalent bonds were fixed during the
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simulations using the SHAKE (Allen & Tildesley, 1987) algorithm, thus allowing a

0.002 ps integration time step. 50 steepest descent steps followed by 200 conjugate

gradient minimization steps were performed first with protein atoms fixed. Next, the

system was heated up to 295K by gradually scaling the velocities (3 K/0.1 ps) for 10

ps. I)uring the heating period, the backbone atoms of G-CSF were restrained to the

reference structure by a force constant of 10 kcal/mol/A. After the heating period, a

30 ps equilibration simulation at 295 K was performed using the Nose-Hoover ther-

mostat (Nose', 1991). During the equilibration period, the restraint force constant

for the protein backbone atoms was gradually decreased by 5 kcal/mol/A every 10

ps. For the last 10 ps of equilibration, no restraint force was applied. Then the

molecular dynamics simulation was performed in the canonical ensemble at 295 K for

2.96 ns, during which averaged properties were computed. Trajectories were saved

every 0.1 ps for analysis, and the statistical uncertainties of averaged properties were

estimated based on standard procedures (Allen & Tildesley, 1987; Frenkel & Smit,

1996). Simulations were performed separately for three regimes of pH. The first is

called "high-pH", in which only one of the nitrogen atoms of histidine residues was

protonated. The carboxyl oxygen of aspartic acid and glutamic acid residues were

not protonated. The second is called "medium-pH" in which both nitrogen atoms of

the histidine residues were protonated but not the carboxyl oxygen of aspartic acid

and glutamic acid residues. The last is called "low-pH", in which all acidic residues

were protonated. In order to compare the results of molecular dynamics simulations

with the measured rates of oxidation of methionine residues, a mapping between pro-

tonation states and pH values is needed. G-CSF has five histidine groups. From

the X-ray structure, the protonation states of His80 and His157 may affect the fluo-

rescence intensity of the nearby Trp59(Hisl57) and Trpll9(His80) residues (Chen &

Barkley, 1998; Berms, 2002). The pH dependence of the fluorescence intensities of

G-CSF suggests that the pKa's of His80 and His157 are around 5.8 (Narhi et al.,

1991). The rest of histidine residues (His44, His53, and His171) are more exposed to

the solvent, and we assume that the pKa's are close to the value of the free residue,

6.1. G-CSF also contains 4 Asp and 9 Glu residues over the protein surface, and we
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also assume that their pKa's do not deviate significantly from the values of the free

residues. Based on the above information, we assume that the "high-pH" protonation

configurations correspond roughly to pH 8.5, the "medium-pH" configurations corre-

spond roughly to pH 5.5, and the "low-pH" configurations correspond roughly to pH

2. In order to evaluate the effects of different protonated configurations of His80 and

His157, three different protonation configurations of His80 and His157 are examined.

They are all considered to be in the "high-pH" regime. The first configuration is

called "high-pH-1". In this configuration, the e-nitrogen of His80 and the d-nitrogen

of His157 are protonated. The second configuration, in which the d-nitrogen of His80

and the d-nitrogen of His157 are protonated, is called "high-pH-2". The last configu-

ration, in which the -nitrogen of His80 and the -nitrogen of His157 are protonated,

is called "high-pH-3".

4.3 Summery of experimental data on the oxida-

tion of methionine residues in G-CSF at dif-

ferent pH values

In this section, the experimental data of the oxidation rates of methionine groups in

G-CSF are summarized as the basis to compare with the computational results. The

experimental details are reported in literature (Chu et al. , 2004a). In Figure 4-1, the

concentration of unoxidized methionine residues in G-CSF at pH=4.5 are normalized

to their initial concentration and plotted versus time on a semi-log scale. The very

high linearity (R2 > 0.98) in Figure 4-1 under an oxidation condition of excess H20 2

indicates that the reaction is pseudo first order for each methionine residue. The

first-order nature of the reaction also indicates that the oxidation of one methionine

residue does not affect the rates of oxidation of other methionine residues in the

experimental time scale, i.e. a significant change of the protein conformation did

not occur. For Met122, on the other hand, there indeed exists a different oxidation

rate constant after the rest of methionine residues are oxidized, as reported earlier
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Figure 4-1: Time course of the percentage of unoxidized methionine residue on a
semi-log scale. Oxidation reactions were carried out with 0.1 mg/ml G-CSF at a pH
of 4.5 and 25 °C. H202 concentrations were 30 mM.

(Lu et al. , 1999). In this study, the focus is on the stability of native G-CSF,

i.e., initial rates of oxidation, and thus, change in the conformation of G-CSF as a

result of oxidation is not a concern. The reaction order of H20 2 was also examined

by performing the oxidation experiments at different H202 concentrations, and the

results indicate that the reaction is also of first order with respect to H202. The

pseudo first order rate constants of each methionine residue as well as the results in

Lu et al. (Lu et al., 1999) are shown in Table 4.1. The buffers used were phosphate

at pH 2.0, citrate at pH 3.0, 5.5 and 6.5, acetate at pH 4.0, and tris-HCl at pH

8.5. The pH dependence of oxidation rates is shown in Figure 4-2. The oxidation

rates of Metl show a minimum at pH 4.5 and are 20 % higher at pH 2 and 77 %

higher at pH 8.5. Met138 is oxidized the second fastest and shows a moderate pH

dependence of oxidation rates with a minimum at pH=4.5. The oxidation rate of

Met138 is 33 % higher at pH 2 and 13 % higher at pH=8.5 than at pH 4.5. For

Met127, the pH dependence of oxidation rates is small (the difference between the

maximum and minimum rate constant is < 15%). Met122 oxidizes at the lowest

rate among the methionine residues of G-CSF and shows a weak pH dependence of

oxidation rates between pH 2 - pH 5.5 but increases by 120 % from pH 4.5 to pH

8.5. The experimental results indicate that each methionine residue in G-CSF has a

different rate of oxidation and that the rates of oxidation of each methionine residue
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Figure 4-2: The rates of oxidation in G-CSF at different pH values. The pseudo
first-order rate constants in unit of (hr-l) are plotted as a function of pH for each
methionine residue. Oxidation reactions were carried out with 0.1 mg/ml G-CSF at
25 °C. H20 2 concentrations were 30 mM.
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Table 4.1: Pseudo first-order oxidation rate constants of methionine groups in G-CSF
at different pH values. Oxidation reactions were carried out with 30 mM H20 2 and
0.1 mg/ml G-CSF at 25 C. The data recorded is (rate constant, hr-1*100).

pH Metl Met122 Met127 Met138
2 0.566 0.024 0.086 0.253
3 0.509 0.021 0.083 0.221
4 0.495 0.019 0.082 0.194

4.5 0.470 0.020 0.087 0.190
4.5a 0.486 0.002 0.180 0.263
5.5 0.483 0.025 0.093 0.196
6.5 0.575 0.037 0.079 0.194
7.5 0.792 0.036 0.083 0.194
8.5 0.834 0.044 0.101 0.215

aResults from (Lu et al., 1999), converted to 30 mM H202.

are different functions of pH. Note that there is no pH dependence of the rates of

oxidation of free methionine between pH 2 and 8.5. Also note that a previous study

on the oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS), which represents part of the methionine

side chain, reports no pH dependence between pH 2 and 10 (Amels et al. , 1997).

Furthermore, the proposed "water-mediated" mechanism discussed in Chapter 3 does

not lead to a pH dependence of the oxidation of organic sulfides by hydrogen peroxide

over intermediate ranges of pH. All of these results suggest that the pH dependence

of the rates of oxidation of a given methionine is due to the changes in the local

environment in response to solution pH. This hypothesis is examined in detail below

using the results of molecular dynamics simulations.

4.4 Results and discussions

4.4.1 Identification of the governing factors of the oxidation

of methionine via molecular dynamics simulations

The structures and conformation of G-CSF at different pH values were investigated via

molecular dynamics simulations of G-CSF with different protonation configurations in
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Met'

Figure 4-3: The ribbon representation of the X-ray structure of G-CSF (PDB code
1CD9). The main bundle helices A (residues 12-40), B (residues 73-93), C (residues
100-125) and D (residues 144-173) are labeled near their N termini. The short 310
(residues 45-48) and a (residues 51-55) helices are also indicated.

the unoxidized form. Since all methionine groups show first order kinetics in the early

phase of oxidation, using the unoxidized form of G-CSF to relate G-CSF conformation

to its initial rates of oxidation is valid. In this section, we first describe the structural

properties of G-CSF at different pH values and then study the correlation between

the structural properties of G-CSF and the initial rates of oxidation of its methionine

residues.

Labeling of regions in G-CSF

First, different regions of the protein are labeled in corder to describe their conforma-

tional properties in the following sections. G-CSF belongs to the four-helix-bundle

structural superfamily of growth factors (Bazan, 1990). The ribbon representation

of the X-ray structure of G-CSF in Figure 4-3 (prepared using the VMD package

(Humphrey et al. , 1996), and the secondary structure was identified using the DSSP

progeam. (Kabsch & Sander, 1983)) shows that G-CSF has four main helices, helix

A (residues 12-40), B (73-93), C (100-125) and D (143-173), and a short helical
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Table 4.2: Distribution of charged residues and the net charges of sub-domains of
G-CSF.

Domain Lo0 Aa LaE E a LaB B a LaC Ca LaD Da Totalb

(1-11) (12-40) (41-44) (45-55) (56-72) (73-93) (94-99) (100-125) (126-143) (144-175)

Arg 23 147 148 167 170 5

Lys 17 24 35 41 4

His 44 53 80 157 171 5
Asp 28 105 110 113 4

Glu 20 34 46 47 94 99 123 124 163 9

pHC net charge
low 0 4 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 14

medium 0 1 2 -1 0 1 -2 -5 0 5 1

high o 1 1 -2 0 0 -2 -5 0 3 -4

aThe numbers shown in the column are the residue numbers of charged residues.
bThe total number of charged residues in G-CSF.
'The protonated state of each pH category is described in the text.

region, helix E (45-55). The four main helices are arranged in an up-up-down-down

fashion by the long loops LEB (residues 56-72) connecting helices E and B, and LCD

(126--172), connecting helices C and D. The residues 1-11 of G-CSF, denoted by L0 ,

do not form a well-defined secondary structure. The short segment between helices A

and E (41-44) is denoted by LAE and the segment between helices B and C (94-99)

is denoted as LBC. The net charges of G-CSF and its sub-domains at various pH

ranges are summarized in Table 4.2. Basic residues are mostly located in helices A

and D, and acidic residues are mostly located in helix C. Note that helices A and C

also contain the receptor binding domains of G-CSF (Reidhaar-Olson et al. , 1996;

Aritomi et al. , 1999). Loops L, LBE, and LCD do not have charged residues.

Overall structure and fluctuations

The time course of the root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the backbone heavy

atoms of G-CSF from the X-ray reference structure is shown in Figure 4-4. Backbone

RMSDs for the helical domains (A-D), for L0-excluded residues (denoted as L0-ex in
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Time (Ps)

Figure 4-4: Time course of the Root-Mean-Square Deviations (RMSD) of backbone
atoms from the X-ray structure (PDB code 1CD9) of G-CSF. RMSDs for the helical
domains (A-D), for all residues except the Lo region (Lo-ex), and for all residues are
plotted. The data points are shown for every 1 ps.
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Figure 4-4) and for all residues are presented. The helical regions have relatively small

RMSDs from the X-ray structure for all protonation configurations throughout the

simulations. The largest average helical-region RMSD (last 1.5 ns) occurs in the low-

pH simulation (1.2 A). When we include residues other than those in the Lo region, the

RMSDs from the X-ray structure become larger but stay constant after 1.5 ns in the

simulation for all protonation configurations. Including the Lo region further increases

the RMSD values, indicating that the loop regions of G-CSF have deviated more from

the reference structure than the helical domains have. The small backbone RMSDs

for helical domains in the simulation of all protonation configurations suggest that

the secondary as well as the up-up-down-down arrangement of the helical domains of

G-CSF are stable for a wide pH range, even at low pH values where many proteins

may exhibit the pH-induced partially unfolded "A" state (Fink et al. , 1993; Fink

et al. , 1994). The conformational stability of G-CSF at low pH values has also been

reported using fluorescence and circular dichroism spectra (Kolvenbach et al. , 1997).

In the high-pH regime, the high-pH-2 simulation has the smallest average backbone

all-residue (11.71 A) and L0-ex (1.44 A) RMSDs among all three cases (High-pH-l:

1.96 A L0-ex RMSD, 2.58 A all-residue RMSD, High-pH-3: 2.0 A L0-ex RMSD,

1.8 A all-residue RMSD). These differences highlight the fact that changes in the

protonation of the nitrogen atoms in histidine residues may result in distinct protein

conformational changes. The medium-pH simulation, on the other hand, has a quite

small Lo-ex RMSD (1.56 A), but the all-residue RMSD is significantly larger (2.86

A). This indicates that the position of the Lo region has deviated significantly from

its initial structure, but the rest of the protein units maintain positions similar to

those in the X-ray structure. Finally, the low-pH simulation has the largest average

L0-ex RMSD (2.03 A) and all-residue RMSD (3.4 A).

Root-Mean-Squared atomic fluctuations (RMSF) of backbone heavy atoms, aver-

aged within a residue are shown in Figure 4-5. In high-pH-1, high-pH-2 and medium-

pH simulations, the RMSF's from molecular dynamic simulations and from the X-ray

(pH 7.5) experimental B-factor (Hill et al., 1993) agree very well. In general, the loop

regions exhibit higher mobility than the helical regions. The RMSF in the high-pH-3
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Figure 4-5: The root-mean-squared atomic fluctuations (RMSFs) averaged for each
residue for the last 1.5 ns of each simulation with a 0.1 ps interval between data
points. Gray lines: calculated from crystalline B-factors; black lines: calculated from
the molecular dynamic simulations. Helical regions are marked on the X-axis of the
top panel.

and low-pH simulations also agree well with the experimental data, but the high-pH-3

simulation has smaller RMSF's in the LEB region, while the low-pH simulation has

smaller RMSF's in the LCD region.

The backbone flexibility of G-CSF can be evaluated using the squared order pa-

rameter (Lipari & Szabo, 1982):

S2_ 3S2 2 [( (X2)2 )2 + y2( 2 + () + (y) + 2(xz) 2] , (4.1)

where x, y and z are components of the unit vector along the backbone in the N-H

direction. The squared order parameter of each residue is shown in Figure 4-6 for all

protonation configurations and compared to that from the NMR experimental data

at pH 3.5 (Zink et al. , 1994). Similar to the RMSD and RMSF results, the loop

regions demonstrate higher mobility than the helical domains. Although both the

NMR and simulation order parameters in the LEB and LCD regions show smaller
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Figure 4-6: The squared order parameter of the backbone N-H vector of each residue
calculated according to Eq. 4.1 for the last 1.5 ns of each simulation with a 0.1 ps
interval between data points. Gray dots: NMR experiments at pH 3.5; black lines:
calculated from the molecular dynamic simulations. Helical regions are marked on
the X-axis of the top panel.

values compared to those of the helices, there exist deviations in magnitude. In any

case, the simulation results averaged over the last 1.5 ns reproduce the general trend

of the NMR data.

Conformational properties at different pH values

Titratable and charged residues of G-CSF are mainly contained in helical domains;

the two long loops, LEB and LCD, however, do not contain these groups (Table 4.2).

The change of charge distribution upon changing the protonation configuration affects

the interactions among different regions in G-CSF and thus its structure. The change

of conformation of G-CSF in the loop regions is shown in Figure 4-7. Structural

changes can be also captured by properties such as hydrogen bonding patterns, and

helical-helical distances and angles (Loof et al. , 1992). Hydrogen bonds (HB) not

involved in forming the helical structures (see Figure 4-8) are analyzed and the results

are shown in Table 4.3. Analyses show that the protonation/deprotonation of acidic
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Figure 4-7: Representations of characteristic loop conformations of G-CSF at different
protonation states. The X-ray structure (in gray) is also plotted for comparison.
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Figure 4-8: Representations of the persistent non-helical hydrogen bonds of G-CSF.
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Table 4.3: Strengths of several persistent (see text) non-helical hydrogen bonds of
G-CSF. The strength is the percentage of the dynamic trajectory satisfying the 2.4
Adonor/acceptor distance and 150 degree D-H .A angle criteria. The strength
of hydrogen bonds is estimated by computing the percentage satisfying the above
criteria in the last 1.5 ns of the simulations. Superscript "SC" denotes side-chain
atoms and"BB" denotes backbone atoms.

Strength

Hydrogen bonded residues high-pH-1 high-pH-2 high-pH-3 medium-pH low-pH
A/C

Gln21(OSC)-Thrll117(Hsc) 56 0 73 19 56

Gln21(HSC)-Aspll113(OSC) 11 41 48 24 0

Lys24(HS)-Asp11O0(OSC) 94 96 89 96 0

Asp28(OSC) - AspllO(Hsc) 0 0 0 0 21

B/C

Glu94(OSc)-Gln108(Hsc) 0 0 0 0 45

Glu91(H,OSC)-GlnlO8(H,Osc) 34 10 19 12 0

His80(HSC)-Alal 15(OBB) 0 11 0 56 0

B/LCD

His80(HSC)-Gln132(OC) 15 0 0 0 0
Phe84(OBB)-G l n135(HSC) 68 77 59 69 39

C/LCD

Trpl19(HBB)-Gln132 (OBB) 20 13 1.5 8 17

LEB/D

Pro58(OBB ) -His157(HSC) 4.5 54 0 91 87

LEB/B

Pro58(OBB) - Thr86(HBB) 0 9 20 0 0

Ser63(H,OBB)-Gln78(H,OBB) 76 70 0 0 5
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groups significantly affects the helical/helical packing between helices A and C and

between B and C since acidic residues are more populated in these regions of G-CSF.

The change of helical packing also leads to the change of loop conformation such as

shown in Figure 4-7. The protonation/deprotonation of histidine groups, on the other

hand, mainly affects the conformation in the loop regions, especially His80 and His157,

which form hydrogen bonds with other residues. G-CSF conformation is sensitive to

the protonation states of His80 and His157; the results can be seen by difference

in the loop conformation and hydrogen bond strengths as shown in Figure 4-7 and

Table 4.3 for "high-pH-I", "high-pH-2", and "high-pH-3" configurations in which the

net charge of G-CSF remains the same but the protonation state of His80 and His157

are different. These analyzes show that although the overall tertiary structure of

G-CSF is stable across different pH values, there exists difference in conformation,

even for the exposed Lo region, at different pH values.

The protonation states of titratable residues, or the pH values, also change the cor-

relation of the motion of different residues, as measures by the covariance fluctuation

matrix, Ci,j:

Ci,j Ax) (4.2)

where Axi is the deviation of the i-th coordinate from its mean structure. The

covariance fluctuation matrix can also be used in quasiharmonic mode determination.

The results of the covariance fluctuation matrix between a-carbons are summarized

in Figure 4-9. It can be seen in Figure 4-9 that there exist different types of long

range correlation in different protonation states. These various types of correlations

can be related to the conformational properties of each protonation configuration.

In summary, the molecular dynamics simulations show that altering the protona-

tion states of the titratable residues of G-CSF, located mainly in the helical regions,

can lead to distinct conformations for each protonation state. Despite the fact that

the up-up-down-down arrangement of the helical domains of G-CSF remains sta-

ble, different conformational features, such as hydrogen bonding patterns, helix-helix

packing, and pair-wise correlations, can be identified in each protonation configura-
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Figure 4-9: The atomic covariance fluctuation matrix of a-carbons calculated accord-
ing to Eq. (4.2). The covariance matrices of the fluctuation of a carbons of G-CSF are
calculated over 300 ps trajectory segments of the last 1.5 ns simulation, i.e., the ref-
erence structure is the average over 300 ps in each segment. Only persistent pairwise
correlations, i.e. > 0.2 in all of the 5 segments, are considered. Short-range pairwise
correlations between residues within ±10 in the primary sequence are also ignored.
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tion even in the most exposed Lo region. Since our proposed oxidation mechanism

suggests that interaction of methionine sites with solvent molecules is governing, the

oxidation rate must be a function of the local conformation of solvent and protein

surrounding each methionine residue. Here we propose that the pH dependence of

the conformation of G-CSF is most likely responsible for the observed pH dependence

of the rates of oxidation (Figure 4-2). In the next section, we focus on evaluating why

different methionine residues exhibit different rates of oxidation.

4.4.2 Characterization of solvent configuration and correla-

tion with rates of oxidation

Differences in the oxidation rates of different methionine residues has been proposed

to be due to the different structural environments of individual methionine residues

(Lu et al. , 1999; Griffiths & Cooney, 2002; Meyer et al. , 2002). This difference could

be due to differences in interactions among residues in a protein and differences in

the interaction between the protein and the solvent. A better understanding these

interactions would lead to a better understanding of oxidation and how to control

it. Moreover, having a useful tool to estimate the relative oxidation rates would be

helpful. This property could be taken from the X-ray structure or from molecular

dynamics simulations, but as noted above, properly treating thermodynamic fluctu-

ations is important, and it is unlikely that static X-ray data will be sufficient. We

address the correlation of structural properties to the oxidation rates of methionine

residues in this section. Solvent accessible area (SAA) (Lee & Richards, 1971) is

traditionally used to characterize the degree of interaction between solvent molecules

and sites in a protein. Since the access of the sulfur atom to oxidants in the solution

is required for the oxidation reaction, assuming that the oxidation rate is propor-

tional to SAA is the simplest model. The SAA (probe radius 1.6 A) of the sulfur

atom of methionine determined using the X-ray structure is only non-zero for Metl

and is zero for Met122, Met127, and Met138. Clearly, SAA's computed from X-ray

structure are not good structural properties for describing oxidation. Comparison of
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average SAA's of methionine residues computed from molecular dynamics simulation

results (last 1.5 ns) to the rates of oxidation at each protonation state is shown in

Figure 4-10. All methionine residues have non-zero average SAA's, suggesting that

each methionine residue is liable to oxidation. This result is qualitatively consistent

with the experimental results shown earlier. This result also further emphasizes that

using the SAA's from the X-ray structure of methionine residues is not sufficient, even

qualitatively, for making reasonable estimates of relative rates of oxidation of G-CSF,

and that considering the dynamic nature of protein motion is essential. Nevertheless,

the SAA's captured from simulation do not show good quantitative agreement with

the oxidation rates of methionine residues. Therefore, we conclude that SAA is not

a good measure of the susceptibility of a methionine site to oxidation. Another mea-

sure of the degree to which the solvent interacts with sites on the protein is the water

coordination number of the sulfur atom (WCN), i.e., the number of water molecules

within a sphere of a predefined cutoff radius from the atom. Ab initio calculations

discussed in Chapter 3 indicate that water molecules near the reaction site (the sulfur

atom) stabilize the charge separation occurring during the breaking of the 0-0 bond

of hydrogen peroxide in the oxidation process. The results discussed below use a cutoff

radius of 5.5 A to compute the WCN. This cutoff radius corresponds to two solvation

shells around the sulfur atom (from the pair correlation function of the sulfur atom

to the oxygen atoms of water). The choice of including two solvation shells was made

based on the proposed water-mediated mechanism of oxidation in Chapter 3. Results

are shown in Figure 4-10. Adjusting the cut-off radius does not lead to a better

correlation between the of rate constants and WCN's, also leading to the conclusion

that two solvation shells participate in the oxidation processes. Here, the WCN's are

normalized to the WCN's of Metl at each pH. In the high-pH-1 simulation, the corre-

lation between the WCN's and relative oxidation rates of each methionine residues is

very good, providing strong evidence that the rates of oxidation can be characterized

by the local conformational and structural environment of each methionine residue.

In the high-pH-2 simulation, the agreement is also good, in general, but the WCN is

a bit larger than the oxidation rate of Met127. In the high-pH-3 simulation, however,
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of structural properties to the rates of oxidation of methion-
ine residues in G-CSF. Solvent accessible area (SAA) of methionine sulfur atoms (1.6
Aprobe radius), water coordination number (WCN) of methionine sulfur atoms with
a cutoff radius of 5.5 A, and the measured rates of oxidation of methionine residues
(Exp) are normalized to the value of Metl at each pH value. The average values over
the last 1.5 ns are shown.
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the WCN's of Met127 and Metl38 are in reverse order to the rates constants. We in-

terpret these results to mean that the protonation configuration adapted in the case of

high-pH-1 is more representative of the experimental system than those of high-pH-2

and high-pH-3 at pH 8.5. In the medium-pH simulation, relative oxidation rates and

WCN also correlate well at pH 5.5, but the normalized WCN of Metl22 is larger than

the normalized rate of oxidation. In the low-pH simulation, the WCN's of Metl22

and Met138 correlate well to the experimental data, while the normalized WCN of

Met127 is larger than the normalized rate of oxidation. At all pH values (taking the

high-pH-1 simulation as representative of the high-pH case), the order of the normal-

ized rates of oxidation found via experiment, Metl>Met138>Met127>Met122, are

consistent with the order of the normalized WCN's for the methionine residues of G-

CSF. The success in the correlation of the WCN's of sulfur atoms to the relative rates

of oxidation and the failure of using SAA's also indicates that taking into account

solvent effects in an explicit manner is essential. Some additional understanding of

the relative rates of oxidation can be gained from viewing the results in Figure 4-10

in light of the protein structure in Figure 4-3. Metl is the most exposed methionine

residue, and therefore has the highest methionine oxidation rate. Metl38 and Metl27

are located in the LCD region (Figure 4-3). Met138 is close to helix B and near the

strong Trpll19-Gln132 HB region of LCD (Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-8). Metl27 is close

to the C-terminal of helix C (residues 100-125), and has a slower oxidation rate than

Met138 at all pH values (2-8.5) and also smaller WCN's. Finally, Met122 is buried

in helix C and has the lowest oxidation rate. A more general comparison between

the WCN and the rates of oxidation of methionine residues can be made by nor-

malizing the WCN'S and oxidation rate against the WCN's and oxidation rates of

the free methionine residue (free Met). This is done in Figure 4-11. Note that the

WCN's of the free methionine are determined in separate simulations, and the rate

of oxidation of the free methionine acid does not show a pH dependence. As shown

in Figure 4-11, the oxidation rate of Metl at pH 5.5 is 49% of that of free Met, and

similarly, the WCN of Metl at that pH is 45% of that versus that of the free Met.

This indicates that the sulfur atom of Metl is not as exposed as that of free Met.
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thionine amino acid.
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Both the oxidation rates and WCN's of Metl at different pH values are 49 85% of the

corresponding values of free Met. The differences, particularly the minimum at pH

5.5, indicate that the local conformation around Metl is also pH dependent. Simi-

larly, both the oxidation rates and WCN's of Metl38 depend on pH (minimum at pH

5.5) and agree well with each other quantitatively. For Met127, the pH dependence

of oxidation rates is not significant, and the WCN's correlate well with oxidation

rates at pH 5.5 and pH 8.5. The WCN is, however, larger than the normalized rate

of oxidation at pH 2. For Metl22, the pH dependence of oxidation rates is also not

significant, and the WCN's correlates well with the oxidation rates. The above results

demonstrate that the rates of oxidation of different Met groups correlate well to the

WCN's of different Met groups. However, differences in the rates of oxidation of a

particular Met residue as a function of pH can be explained only in part by differences

in WCN, mainly because the effects of pH on conformation are subtle. Therefore,

WCN can be used as a quantitative measure of the relative susceptibility to oxidation

of methionine residues by H202 in a protein molecule. In this model, the effects of

surrounding side-chain residues on the oxidation reaction are not considered. The

fundamental mechanism of oxidation described earlier in Chapter 3 does not rule out

the possibility that surrounding residues of a methionine sidechain with hydrogen

bond donors and acceptors can play a similar role as solvent molecules, stabilize the

charge separation when the 0-0 bond of H202 breaks. Moreover, it has been shown

that carboxylic acids can form reactive intermediate with H202 and catalyzed the

oxidation of various compounds (Shul'pin & Lindsay-Smith, 1998; Shul'pin et al. ,

2001). Along the same line, Glu and Asp residues may also have catalytic effects on

the oxidation of surrounding methionine residues. However, for methionine residues

in G-CSF, the closest Asp or Glu residues are 10 A away from the Met residues during

the MD simulations. Therefore, the Asp and Glu residues in G-CSF likely do not

affect the oxidation reaction; as a result, WCN's provide an accurate description on

the relative rates of oxidation. The effects of residues with hydrogen bond donors and

acceptors, if present, on the rates of oxidation of methionine residues are currently

under investigation in our laboratory via ab initio calculations. Moreover, correlating
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a property such as WCN to rates of oxidation also assumes that each water molecule

surrounding the sulfur atom, on average, stabilizes the oxidation reaction equally.

The water molecules within the protein are sometimes bound (Sue et al. , 2001) and

therefore may not be as available as the non-bound water molecules to stabilize the

oxidation reaction. Such bound water molecules around methionine sidechains have

not been observed in the MD simulations as estimated by monitoring the duration of

each water molecule surrounding the sulfur atoms. This is probably because G-CSF

is a protein with four compactly packed helices and does not have water binding sites

near methionine residues. Moreover, we did not find a significant difference in the

life time of a water molecule within 4 A of the sulfur atom for different methion-

ine groups. A more detailed analysis on the effects of protein environment of the

oxidation reaction by QM/MM simulations is discussed in Chapter 6.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the measured the rates of oxidation by H20 2 of the Met groups as a

function of pH are compared with the detailed information on the local environment

of the methionine residues of G-CSF obtained via molecular dynamics simulations. It

was found that the water coordination number (WCN) of each sulfur atom correlates

well to the rate of oxidation. Thus, WCN can be used as a semi-quantitative measure

of oxidation. Note that solvent accessible area (SAA), typically used in the analysis

of proteins, does not correlate well with the rates of oxidation. Furthermore, static

structural data from X-ray measurements cannot provide much insight into the oxi-

dation process; dynamic information, such as that resulting from molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations, is needed. The MD simulations show that the conformation of the

protein is significantly different at different pH's. These differences can be charac-

terized via properties such as hydrogen bonding, helix packing, and the covariance

fluctuation matrix. Experiments show differences in the rates of oxidation of a Met

site with pH. These results, plus the fact that there is no pH dependence of the oxi-

dation rate of free methionine amino acids, suggest that the observed pH-dependence
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of methionine residues in a protein molecule is very likely to be due to the change of

protein conformation as a function of pH.
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Chapter 5

Oxidation of Methionine Residues

in hPTH(1-34)

The relationship between conformational properties of 1-34 human parathyroid hor-

mone (hPTH(1-34)) and the oxidation of its methionine residues, Met8 and Metl8,

by hydrogen peroxide is analyzed by performing molecular dynamics (MD) simula-

tions with an explicit representation of water molecules. Between pH=4 to pH=8,

both Met8 and Metl8 have nearly pH independent rates of oxidation, and Metl8 is

oxidized at a rate 90 %-100 % of that of free methionine amino acid (freeMet) and 10-

20 V% faster than Met8. We found that average two-shell water coordination numbers

(2SWCN's) calculated from MD simulations correlate well to the rates of oxidation of

Met8 and Metl8. The use of 2SWCN's is based on the mechanism that is proposed

in Chapter 3, the water-mediated mechanism, in which water molecules stabilize the

transition state via specific interactions, but the transfer of protons (acid-catalyzed

mechanism) does not play a role. Only at very low pH values, pH=1 for the oxi-

dation of freeMet, does the acid-catalyzed oxidation mechanism become important.

For the oxidation of Met8 and Met18 in hPTH(1-34), the acid-catalyzed mechanism

becomes significant at a higher pH value, pH=2, probability due to the proximity of

nearby acidic residues to Met8 (Glu4) and Metl8 (Glu22). In this chapter, we have

demonstrated that the chemistry of oxidation and the structure of polypeptides can

be correlated with a detailed understanding of the reaction mechanism, appropriate
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sampling of configurational space, and a suitable choice of a structural property, the

water coordination number.

5.1 Motivation

The mechanism by which hydrogen peroxide, or hydroperoxides in general, oxidizes or-

ganic sulfides, such as methionine, has been elucidated in Chapter 3 by using ab initio

calculations and molecular simulations. A summary of the conclusions is that specific

interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, with surrounding water molecules stabilize

the charge separation developed during the SN2 oxidation of H202, i.e., during the

breaking of the 0-0 bond and the formation of the S-O bond. This "water-mediated"

mechanism is consistent with available experimental data such as activation energies

(10-20 kcal/mol), and is significantly different from the acid-catalyzed mechanism

that has been prevalent in the literature (Edwards, 1960; Ranky & Nelson, 1961;

Dankleff et al. , 1968; Curci et al. , 1970; Bach et al. , 1991; Bach et al. , 1994; Li

et al. , 1995). The water-mediated mechanism is also consistent with the fact that

within a medium range of pH (pH=2-10), the rates of oxidation are generally pH

independent (Amels et al., 1997; Nabichi et al., 1998).

The water-mediated mechanism also leads to the conclusion that access of solvent

molecules to methionine sites governs oxidation, and the molecular property that

correlates well to the rates of oxidation is found in Chapter 4 to be the ensemble

average of the two-shell water coordination number (2SWCN) of the sulfur atoms of

methionine residues. This property, incorporates both the dynamics of the protein

and the explicit molecular simulation of water. For G-CSF, a protein with four com-

pactly packed helices and well-defined tertiary structure, the average 2SWCN's were

shown to correlate well with the rates of oxidation of different methionine residues

as shown in Chapter 4. Application of this approach to flexible polypeptides with-

out well-defined tertiary structure is one of the objectives in this chapter as an aid

in gaining further understanding of the structural property/oxidation relationship of

polypeptides.
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In this chapter, we investigate the oxidation of methionine residues of a 34 residue

peptide, 1-34 human parathyroid hormone (hPTH(1-34)) by hydrogen peroxide. We

measure the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of hPTH(1-34) as a function of pH, and

also perform molecular dynamics simulations of this molecule in order to find the

correspondence between the conformational properties of hPTH(1-34) and the rates

of oxidation of it methionine groups.

Human parathyroid hormone (hPTH) is a 84-amino-acid peptide with influence on

cell proliferation of skeletal tissues and on bone metabolism (Sbmjen et al., 1991). It is

generally accepted that the N-terminal 34 amino-acid fragment of hPTH is sufficient

for biological activity, (Potts et al. , 1982) and in fact, it playings an important

role in osteoporosis (Barden & Kemp, 1993) and hypoparathyroidism (Winer et al.

, 1996) treatments. Compared to G-CSF(175 residues, compactly packed), studied

in Chapter 4, hPTH(1-34) manifests significant structural variation in an aqueous

solution as determined by NMR spectroscopy (Barden & Cuthbertson, 1993; Barden

& Kemp, 1993; Klaus et al. , 1991; Strickland et al. , 1993; Pellegrini et al. , 1998;

Marx et al. , 2000). HPTH(1-34) has two methionine residues, Met8 and Metl8, each

of which can be oxidized by H2 02 at a different rate (Nabichi et al. , 1998). Oxidation

of methionine residues has also been shown to lead to the loss of biological activity

of hPTH(1-34) (Nabichi et al. , 1998). These properties of hPTH(1-34) make it an

important system to study in order to better understand the structural/oxidation

relationship of polypeptides.

5.2 Details of experiments and calculations

5.2.1 CD spectroscopy

CD spectra were recorded at 20 C in an 0.1 cm cell from 250 to 200 nm at 0.2

nm/sec (4 scans) on a Aviv 62 DS spectrometer. A protein concentration of 100 M

is prepared. CD spectra of hPTH(1-34) were collected at 5 pH values, controlled by

different buffers, 1 (100 mM HCl), 2 (50 mM phosphate), 4 (50 mM citrate), 6(40
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mM citrate), and 8(50 mM Tris). Ionic strengths were controlled at 200mM using

NaC1. Estimations of the helical fraction of the peptide were calculated using the

value of []obS at 222 nm, (([0]2 - 3000)/ - 39000 * 100) (Pellegrini et al., 1998).

5.2.2 Molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of hPTH(1-34) and analyses thereof were per-

formed using the CHARMM program (Brooks et al., 1983) with the CHARMM 22

all-atom potential (MacKerell et al. , 1998). The initial configurations of hPTH(1-

34) were obtained from the NMR structures of Marx et al. (Marx et al. , 2000),

determined at pH 6.2, PDB entry 1ZWA, containing 10 different structures. Each

structure was first solvated in a pre-equilibrated rectangular water box with at least

3 solvation shells from any atom of hPTH(1-34) to the box boundary. The largest

box needed to satisfy this criteria contains 5326 water molecules and was used for the

simulation of all structures. After inserting the molecule into the the water box, water

molecules with oxygen atoms within 2.6 A of the atoms of hPTH(1-34) were deleted.

The total system then contained 15711 atoms and was subject to minimization before

the dynamics simulation.

During the minimization calculations and MD simulations, periodic boundary

conditions were applied to water molecules. Long range electrostatic interactions

were calculated via the particle mesh Ewald summation method, (Darden et al. ,

1993; Essmann et al. , 1995b) with a cut-off of 15 A for real space interactions and for

van Der Waals interactions. Bond lengths associated with hydrogen atoms were fixed

at their equilibrium values using the SHAKE algorithm (Allen & Tildesley, 1987),

thus allowing a time step of 0.002 ps for the integration of the equations of motion.

The solvated structures were first minimized by 200 steepest descent steps followed

by ABNR (Adopted-Basis Newton-Raphson) (Brooks et al. , 1983) minimizations,

until the RMS (root of mean squared) force was less then 0.2 kcal/mol/A. During

the minimization steps, the backbone atoms of hPTH(1-34) were restrained to their

NMR positions with a spring constant of 30 kcal/mol/A. The minimized system was

then brought to 300 K by assigning velocities according to Botzmann distributions
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with an increasing rate of 3 K/0.1 ps for 10 ps. After heating, the system was coupled

to a Langevin piston (Zhang et al. , 1995) to control the system pressure at 1 atm

and a Nos-E[-oover thermostat (Nose, 1991) to control the temperature at 300 K. The

simulations were then continued for 2.04 ns. In order to sample the conformation of

hPTH(1-34) more efficiently, separate 2.05 ns MD simulations started from each of the

10 reported NMR structures were performed, instead of one long simulation started

from one of the NMR structures (Caves et al. , 1998). Simulation results with only

one of the sidechain nitrogen is protonated are denoted as "high-pH" (net charge=

1), when both nitrogen atoms of histidine residues are protonated, the results are

donoted as "medium-pH" (net charge= 4). The same procedures were applied to all

simulations performed in this study. If not otherwise mentioned, statistics reported

in this study are taken from the last 1 ns of each simulation. Statistical uncertainties

of each simulation were estimated by using the standard asymptotic block-averaging

method (Allen & Tildesley, 1987; Frenkel & Smit, 1996).

The water coordination number is defined as the number of water molecules within

a cutoff region around a specified atom, for example, the sulfur atom of a methionine

residue. The choice of cutoff radius to describe the rates oxidation is 5.5 A (2SWCN).

The rationale behind this option is that water molecules surrounding hydrogen perox-

ide participate the reaction via specific interactions such as hydrogen bonding. Such

interactions are needed to stabilize the charge separation during the SN2 oxidation

by H202. In order to capture the effects of water molecules surrounding the reactants

(the sulfur atom and H202), two solvation shells are used and indeed have better

performance in correlating the rates of oxidation than different cutoff radii as shown

in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5-1: Pseudo first order rate constants for the oxidation of the methionine
amino acid (freeMet) and methionine residues in hPTH at different pH values.

5.3 Summary of experimental data on the oxida-

tion of free methionine and methionine residues

in hPTH(1-34) at different pH values

In this section, the experimental data of the oxidation rates of free methionine

(freeMet) and methionine groups in hPTH(1-34) are summarized as the basis to

compare with the computational results. The experimental details are reported else-

where (Chu et al. , 2004b). The measured initial rates of oxidation of free methionine

(freeMet), Met8, and Met18 as a function of pH are shown in Figure 5-1. The rates of

oxidation of freeMet do not depend on pH significantly between pH=2 to 8, another

validation of the water-mediated mechanism that is proposed for oxidation in Chap-

ter 3. The rate of oxidation of freeMet, however, jumps significantly when the pH

is lowered to 1. This is attributes to the manifestation of the acid-catalyzed mecha-

nism proposed by Bach et al. (Bach et al. , 1994), which becomes important as the

concentration of hydronium ions become large.

For the oxidation of methionine residues in hPTH(1-34) above pH=2, Metl8 is

oxidized at a rate of 90 %-100 % of that of freeMet, and Met8 is oxidized 10-20

% slower than Metl8. The rates of oxidation of both Met8 and Metl8 are not very
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Figure 5-2: Proposed the acid-catalyzed mechanism in the presence of a protonated
acidic residue at low pH values. In the acid-catalyzed mechanism, a protonated
solvent molecule is needed, and at low pH values, a surrounding acidic residue can
provide the additional proton. A carbonyl oxygen at a distance of 2-3 solvation shells
from the sulfur atom suffices for this purpose

sensitive to pH for pH > 2, as is the case for freeMet. The small difference in the rates

of oxidation between Met8 and Met18 indicates that the local environments around

these two residues are only slightly different. These differences will be examined later.

At pH=2, however, both Met8 and Metl8 are oxidized faster than freeMet, and the

rates of oxidation of each is close that of freeMet at pH=l. We interpret this result

to mean that the acid-catalyzed mechanism becomes significant in hPTH(1-34) at a

slightly higher pH value than in freeMet. A possible reason for this observation is that

an acid amino residue, if is in the vicinity of a methionine residue, can also donate

its proton for the acid-catalyzed oxidation at low pH. A schematic representation of

the acid catalyzed oxidation mechanism near an acidic group is shown in Figure 5-2.

HPTH(1-34) has a total of 4 acidic residues, including Glu4, which is near Met8 in

the N-terminal helix, and Glu19 and Glu22, which are near Metl8 in the C-terminal

helix. (See Figure 5-3.) Therefore, the effective concentration of protons around Met8

and Met18 of hPTH(1-34) could be higher than that around freeMet at the same pH

value, and this increased concentration results in a more significant effect of the acid-

catalyzed mechanism at pH=2. Note that there are no acidic residues in the proximity

of Metl in G-CSF, the protein studied in Chapter 4, and this residue has a rate of

oxidation less than that of freeMet at pH=2. For most practical situations, however,

the acid-catalyzed mechanism will not be important, since the range of pH values that
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Glu22

4

Figure 5-3: Ribbon representation of 1ZWA-2, the second of the selected NMR struc-
tures (PDB entry: 1ZWA). (Glu4 and Met8) and (Metl8 and GLu22) are shown in
black. Note that the distances between Glu4 and Met8 and between Met18 and Glu22
are around 5.5 A.

is usually used in the formulation of protein pharmaceuticals is pH=4.5-7.5 (Powell,

1996), where water-mediated mechanism is most relevant.

5.4 Results and discussions

5.4.1 Structural properties of hPTH(1-34)

Now we start to address the relationship between the rates of oxidation of the methio-

nine residues of hPTH(1-34) and the structural properties of the peptide in the range

of pH values where the water-mediated oxidation mechanism is dominant (pH=4-8).

In addition to CD spectra, the configuration space of hPTH(1-34) in solution are also

explored by performing MD simulations according to the protocols described earlier.

We first present the results of CD spectra and MD simulations. The correspon-

dence between the structural properties of hPTH(1-34) and the rates of oxidation

of Met8 and Metl8 is then examined by using the 2-shell water coordination num-

ber (2SWCN), which has been shown in Chapter 4 to correlate well to the rates of

oxidation of methionine residues in G-CSF.
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Figure 5-4: The measured ellipticity of hPTH(1-34) as a function of pH.

CD spectra

HPTH(1-34) has many chargeable residues, including three His residues (His9, His14,

and His32), four acidic residues (Glu4, Glul9, Glu22, and Asp30), and five basic

residues (Lysl3, Arg20, Arg25, Lys26, and Lys27). Therefore, the intramolecular

electrostatic interactions are expected to play important roles in the structure of

hPTH(1-34). Indeed, it has been shown that increasing the ionic strength results in

an slight increase of the helicity of hPTH(1-34) (from 24 % to 28 %) (Pellegrini et al.

,1998).

The measured ellipticity of hPTH(1-34) at different pH values in shown in Fig-

ure 5-4, and the estimated helical fraction of hPTH(1-34) as a function of pH is shown

in Figure 5-5. It can be seen that the helical content of hPTH(1-34) is around 23 %,

independent of pH from pH=l1 to pH=8, and this is close to the value reported in an

earlier study, 24%, prepared at pH=6.3 (Pellegrini et al., 1998). This data suggests

that the seco)nclary structure of hPTH(1-34) does not change even in acidic condi-

tions, implying that the conformational properties are not sensitive to pH. This result

is also consistent with the result that the oxidation rates are not sensitive to pH in

the range of pH=4-8, according to the water-mediated oxidation mechanism. It also

adds further confirmation of our theory that the increases in the rates are due to the
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Figure 5-5: The helix fraction of hPTH(1-34) as a function of pH estimated via the
measured ellipticity from CD spectroscopy, % helix= (([0]2 - 3000)/ - 39000 * 100)
(Pellegrini et al., 1998)

acid-catalyzed mechanism coming into play. Note that the helical content of G-CSF,

which has a well-defined tertiary structure, is sensitive to pH (Narhi et al. , 1991),

and thus the rate of oxidation of methionine groups in G-CSF is a function of pH,

even in the intermediate ranges of pH, when solely the water-mediated mechanism is

important.

MD simulations of hTPH(1-34) and its conformational properties

While some studies indicate that hPTH(1-34) has a short N-terminal helix from Gln6

to His9, and a longer C-terminal helix from Metl8 to Gln29 connected by a flexible

hinge around Glyl2, the secondary structures of hPTH(1-34), are not strictly regular,

but are flexible and consist of extended or irregular structures (Pellegrini et al. , 1998;

Marx et al. , 2000). For example, the chemical shifts of the residues in the N-terminal

helix are only marginally lower than those of a random coil (Pellegrini et al. , 1998;

Marx et al. , 2000), and the a-helical Ha(i)-HN(i + 3) NOEs are of low intensity for

i=6,7 in the N-terminal helix and for i= 24,26 in the C-terminal helix (Pellegrini et al.

, 1998). Indeed, the number of residues with helical NOE signals is around 17 (Marx

et al. , 2000), but the CD spectra only suggest the presence of 8 helixal residues.
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M\ioreover, distance geometry calculations also indicate that a single structure cannot

fulfill all of the experimental restraints, suggesting the existence of both structured

and unstructured peptide structures in an aqueous solution (Pellegrini et al. , 1998).

HPTH(1-34) also has very few long-range NOE signals, a further indication of its

flexibility, and the major long-range interactions identified by NMR spectroscopy are

between the 6-protons of Leul5 and the aromatic protons of Trp23, both hydrophobic.

Based on the looseness of the structure on this molecule, we choose to study the 10

most representative structures determining via matching NOE constraints measured

at pH=6.3 (Marx et al. , 2000), PDB entry: 1ZWA. Each structure is denoted as

1ZWA-i, i-1-10 in this work.

The 10 structures can be roughly clustered into four groups based on the overall

folding as determined by geometrical quantities, such as radius of gyration. Ribbon

representations of these structures are shown in Figure 5-6. Since each of the 10

structures are very distinct from one another, we report both the properties of each

structure and the average properties of all 10 structures. In the following sections,

the "Avg-" symbol will be placed in front of a property if it is averaged over the

properties of the 10 structures.

The Root; of Mean Squared Deviations (RMSD) of a-carbons in each MD trajec-

tory are computed with respect to the NMR structure. The average of all 10 of these

RMSDs is 4.8±0.9 A for high-pH and 5.2±0.76 A for medium-pH. The fairly large

a-carbon RMSDs indicate that hPTH(1-34) indeed is flexible and deviates signifi-

cantly from the starting NMR structures during the period of the 2 ns simulations.

Note that the cross RMSDs (RMSDs of the trajectory of 1ZWA-j with respect to the

starting structure of 1ZWA-i) indicate that each simulation is more similar to its own

starting structure than to other NMR structures, and transitions from one structure

to another were not observed.

The NMR structures of hPTH(1-34) were determined by Marx et al. via 207

NOEs using constrained MD simulations and simulated annealing techniques (Marx

et al. , 2000). We computed the percentage of time that NOEs are satisfied during the

last 1 ns of a trajectory, and present the results in Table 5.1. The criteria for satisfying
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Figure 5-6: Ribbon representations of NMR structures of hPTH (1-34), (PDB entry:
1ZWA). Each structure is labelled as 1ZWA-i, i=1-10. The 10 NMR structures are
roughly clustered into 4 groups, i= 3 and 7, i= 1, 5, and 9, i=2, 4, and 10, and i=
6 and 8. The groups are listed in an ascending order according to the value of the
radius of gyration of their a-carbons. Met8 and Met18 are shown in black, and the
location of the N-terminus is labelled by the capital letter, N.
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Table 5.1: The percentage of time that the various NOE constraints are satisfied in
the MD trajectories.

simulation short-rangea medium-rangeb helical residuesc Leu15Trp23d
highe medium f high medium high medium high medium

lZWA-1 71 69 52 37 13.21 12.81 87 93
1ZWA-2 68 69 39 35 10.54 9.52 28 75
1ZWA-3 69 69 27 37 8.66 8.49 88 100
1ZWA-4 70 71 55 42 14.81 13.86 100 0
1ZWA-5 74 74 44 52 13.63 11.93 81 2
1ZWA-6 67 67 53 37 19.63 11.22 89 95
1ZWA-7 70 68 12 25 3.29 12.74 0 25
1ZWA-8 70 68 52 48 14.76 11.94 100 9
1Z WA-9 62 62 34 21 9.69 10.22 0 5
1ZWA-I0 70 68 53 42 12.85 12.62 0 57

Average-lg 69 69 42 38 12.11 11.53 57 46

a The percentage of i+l1 and i+2 NOEs (127 in total) that are satisfied by a trajectory.
b The percentage of i+3, i+4, and i+5, NOEs (75 in total) that are satisifed by a trajectory.
c The average number of helical residues in a trajectory identified via the DSSP program(Kabsch

& Sander, 1983).
d The percentage of a trajectory with long range interactions between Leul5 and Trp23 (3 NOEs).
e Only one sidechain nitrogen of histidine is protonated.
f rwo sidechain nitrogens of histidine are protonated.
gAverage over 10 simulations.

the constraints depend on the relative intensities (Marx et al. , 2000), and 2.0-4.0

A criteria is used for strong intensity NOEs, 2.0-5.0 A is used for medium intensity

NOEs and 2.0--5.5 A for weak intensity NOEs in the analyzes. The NOEs can be

divided into 3 categories: "short-range" includes i+1 and i+2 NOEs, a total of 127,

"medium-range" includes i+3, i+4, and i+5 NOEs, a total of 75, and "long-range"

is for > i + 5 and is observed in hPTH(1-34) only between Leul5 and Trp23.

As shown in Table 5.1, over 60 % of the short-range NOEs are satisfied in each

trajectory and the average is 69 % for both high-pH and medium-pH simulations.

For medium-range NOEs, however, the percentages vary significantly among differ-

ent NMR structures, and the average % of NOEs is around 40 in high and medium-

pH simulations. Since the medium-range NOEs are closely related to helical sec-

ondary structures, this result of MD simulations indicates that the helical structures

of hPTH(1-34) have significant variation in an aqueous solution, consistent with the

results of earlier NMR studies (Pellegrini et al. , 1998; Marx et al. , 2000). Although
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only 40 % of medium-range NOEs are satisfied, the number of helical residues iden-

tified using the DSSP program (Kabsch & Sander, 1983) still has an average value

of around 12, as shown in Table 5.1. Note also that in the reported NMR structures

(Marx et al. , 2000), the average number of helical residues is 16, but CD spectra

only suggest the existence of 8 helical residues. These results indicate that not all

NOEs related to the helical structures are satisfied in an aqueous environment. This

is similar to the conclusion of earlier distance geometry calculations (Pellegrini et al.

,1998) on hPTH(1-34).

The Leul5-Trp23 interactions have been observed both at pH=6 and pH=4 from

NMR spectroscopy(Barden & Kemp, 1993; Pellegrini et al. , 1998; Marx et al.,

2000). In the MD simulations, an average of 57 % of the 10 trajectories exhibit

the Leul5-Trp23 interaction in the high-pH simulations and 46 % in the medium-pH

simulations. Similar to the medium-range NOEs, the Leul5-Trp23 interaction has

very different values over the 10 simulations due to the structural diversity of hPTH(1-

34). Although the Leul5-Trp23 NOEs are not satisfied in a significant percent of the

trajectories, in most of these trajectories, the amount by which the distances exceeds

the NOE constraint is below 2.0 A, and only 1 out of the 10 trajectories has an

average violation > 6 A (1ZWA-9 in high-pH, and 1ZWA-4 in medium-pH). Therefore,

we conclude that there exists long-range interactions between Leul5 and Trp23 in

the MD simulations. Note also that there does not exist a clear trend between the

medium-range NOEs, which are related to the helical structures, and the Leu15-Trp23

interactions. For example, 1ZWA-3 in both the high-pH and medium-pH simulations

exhibits strong Leu15-Trp23 interactions (Table 5.1) but has relatively weak medium-

pH NOEs. On the other hand, for 1ZWA-8 in the medium-pH simulations, the % of

satisfied medium-range NOEs is above average, but the Leul5-Trp23 interaction is

very weak.

In order to understand more about the structural variation of hPTH(1-34) in an

aqueous solution, we plot the local RMSD (RMSD) of a-carbons with respect to

NMR structures with a five amino acid window (Wishart et al. , 1995) (Figure 5-

7). The results demonstrate that the N-terminal, C-terminal, and the hinge (around
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Figure 5-7: Local RMSD (with respect to the NMR structures) of c-carbons with a
five amino acid window, averaged over the last 1 ns of each MD simulation.
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Gly12) regions of hPTH(1-34) are generally more flexible than the helical regions.

The RMSDs of residues 19-29 are small (< 1 A) in most simulations, indicating

that the C-terminal helix is quite stable. Large RMSDs (> 1.5 A) that occur in

the C-terminal helix regions in some of the 10 simulations usually involve residues in

the beginning of the helix (around Glu19) or around the middle of the C-terminal

helix (Glu22 or Arg25) and are consistent with the observation that the helical NOE's

around this region are weak (Pellegrini et al. , 1998). The N-terminal helix, however,

is less stable in the MD simulations than what would be expected from the NMR

structures. In the cases of large RMSDs (> 1.5 A) in the N-terminal helix region,

residues 6-9, the helicity is usually lost. This leads to the smaller numbers of helical

residues in MD simulations as shown in Table 5.1. The above results suggest that

the N-terminal helix can indeed exist in irregular structures as reported in the NMR

studies (Pellegrini et al., 1998; Marx et al. , 2000).

In summary, the results of MD simulations are consistent with the structural prop-

erties of hPTH(1-34) observed in NMR spectroscopy and CD spectra, i.e., hPTH(1-

34) has a short helix in the N-terminal (residues 6-9) but may exhibit unstructured

or irregular conformation, has a longer helix (19-29) in the C-terminal that is more

stable, and has long range interactions between the hydrophobic residues Leul5 and

Trp23. Moreover, we did not observe a strong dependence of the above properties on

the degree of protonation of the histidine residues, i.e., high-pH versus medium-pH

simulations, indicating that the structural properties of hPTH(1-34) are not sensitive

to pH, as was suggested by the CD spectra shown in Figure 5-5.

5.4.2 Characterization of solvent configuration and correla-

tion with the rates of oxidation of Met8 and Met18

In this section, we use the 2SWCN, found to correlate well to the rates of oxidation

of methionine in G-CSF, to investigate hPTH(1-34).

The 2SWCN's of the sulfur atoms of Met8 and Metl8 averaged over the last 1 ns

of each simulation are normalized to the value of freeMet and are shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Two shell WCN's (normalized to the value of freeMet) of Met8 and Met18
of hPTH(1-34) for each MD simulation. The x-axis is the identity of the starting
structure (1--10), and the y-axis is the normalized water coordination number. The
values of the average over the ten structures is denoted as "Avg", and the measured
rates normalized to the value of freeMet are denoted as "Exp". For high-pH, the rates
at, pH=8 of Figure 5-1 is plotted, and for medium-pH, the rates at pH=6 is plotted.

On the x-axis of Figure 5-8, the NMR structures (Figure 5-6) from which a simulation

is started are labeled by the integer i, i.e., 1ZWA-i, i= 1-10. The average over the 10

simulations, denoted as "Avg" in the x-axis of Figure 5-8, and the normalized rates

of oxidation (to the rates of freeMet) measured experimentally (Figure 5-1), are also

plotted on Figure 5-8, and are denoted as "Exp". The rates of oxidation of freeMet,

Met8, and Met18 measured at pH=8 are compared with the results from the high-pH

simulations, and the rates measured at pH=6.3 were compared with the results from

the medium-pH simulations.

It can be seen from Figure 5-8 that in most of the high-pH simulations, Met18 has

a larger 2SWCN than Met8, except for 1ZWA-7 and 1ZWA-9. Among the medium-pH
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Table 5.2: The normalized 2-shell water coordination numbers and the normalized
rates of oxidation of Metl and Metl8.

Met8/Metl8a Met8/freeMetb Metl8/freeMetc
pH Expd Avge Exp Avg Exp Avg
4 0.92±0.01 0.94-0.01 1.02+0.01
6f 0.89+0.05 0.92+0.07 0.83±0.05 0.74±0.03 0.94+0.05 0.82+0.03
8 g 0.83+0.04 0.82±0.06 0.75±0.05 0.75±0.03 0.89+0.06 0.93+0.03

aThe ratio between Met8 and Metl8.
bThe ratio between Met8 and freeMet.
CThe ratio between Metl8 and freeMet.
dMeasured rates of oxidation (Figure 5-1).
eThe average over all of the simulations.
fThe simulation results in this row are from medium-pH simulations.
gThe simulation results in this row are from high-pH simulations.

simulations, only 1ZWA-1 and 1ZWA-8 have 2SWCN's that are in the order opposite

to the order of oxidation rates. Figure 5-8 also shows that the results are very dif-

ferent from one trajectory to another in both medium-pH and high-pH simulations,

indicating that hPTH(1-34) indeed is flexible and exhibits diverse structures. Fig-

ure 5-8 also demonstrates that the 2SWCN's of the sulfur atom of methionine sites

are very sensitive to the conformation of the protein molecule and describe the solvent

exposure of methionine sites quite well. Although there is significant variation of the

2SWCN's among the 10 simulations, the average values correspond to the measured

rates of oxidation for both Met8 and Metl8. The average values of the 2SWCN's

and the oxidation rates are shown in Table 5.2. Both the rates of oxidation and

the 2SWCN's of Met8 and Metl8 are not sensitive to pH between pH=4-8. The

2SWCN's have a general trend of slightly underestimating the normalized rates of

oxidation, but the ratios between Met8 and Metl8 are very close to the experimental

ratios. Therefore, even the small difference between the oxidation rates of Met8 and

Metl8 can still be captured by using 2SWCN's.

From our simulation results, we can explain the reason for the small differences

in the rates of oxidation of Met8 and Metl8. Metl8 of hPTH(1-34) is located in the

beginning of the C-terminal helix and right after the loop between AsnlO and Asnl6.

Since there exists interactions between Leul5 and Trp23 and since the C-terminal

helix is generally stable, the sidechain of Metl8 is, for the most of time, exposed
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to solvent (see also Figure 5-6). Met8, on the other hand, is located in the more

flexible N-terminal helix and is not within the Leul5 to Trp23 region. Therefore, the

sidechain of Met8 can interact with the rest of the peptide more frequently (see also

Figure 5-6), leading to lower 2SWCN's and thus, slower oxidation rates compare to

Met18. For example, for a structure like 1ZWA-3 as shown in Figure 5-6, Met8 would

have a small 2SWCN. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5-8, Met8 of 1ZWA-3 has a small

2SWCN compared to Met18 and 2SWCN's of Met8 in other high-pH simulations.

5.5 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the above analyses.

1. The oxidation of free methionine by H20 2 proceeds at rates that are nearly

independent of pH from pH=2 to 8, as explained by our "water-mediated"

mechanism. At pH= 1, we hypothesize that the acid-catalyzed mechanism starts

to become significant, leading to an increase in the rate of oxidation. Of course,

protein formulations generally have moderate ranges of pH, and thus, for them,

the water-mediated mechanism will be relevant.

2. Both Met8 and Metl8 of hPTH(1-34) can be oxidized at different rates in

an aqueous solution. Met18 is oxidized 10-20 % faster than Met8 and both

are oxidized more slowly than free methionine between pH=4-8. The rates of

oxidation of Met8 and Metl8 are also nearly pH independent between pH=4

to pH=:--8, but at pH-2, the rates of oxidation increase. We hypothesize that

this increase is due to the acid-catalyzed mechanism becoming important, as

the concentration of hydronium ions increases. These ions can change with the

acidic residues very close to Met8 and Metl8, effectively enhancing the local

concentration of protons.

3. The structural property, 2SWCN, indicates that the local environments of Met8

and Met18 are not sensitive to pH between pH=4 to 8, and CD spectra also show

that hPTH(1-34) has a constant helical content of 23 % between pH=- to pH=8.
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These results together are consistent with our water-mediated mechanism of

oxidation, for which protein conformation governs oxidation, not acidity.

4. The rates of oxidation of Met8 and Metl8 correlate to the 2-shell water coordi-

nation number obtained by averaging results from MD simulations on structures

obtained from NMR data. Met8 is away from the long range interaction be-

tween Leul5 and Trp23 and is located in the flexible N-terminal helix, and

Metl8 is the starting residue of the C-terminal helix. Met8 thus, has frequent

contacts with other residues in the peptide, lowering its exposure to solvent,

while Metl8 is generally exposed to solvent due to the interactions between

Leul5 and Trp23. Therefore, the 2SWCN of Met8 is less than that of Metl8,

leading to Met8 having a lower oxidation rate than Metl8.

5. The relationship between conformational properties and rates of oxidation has

been made for a flexible peptide, hPTH(1-34), via extensive sampling of the con-

figurational space of hPTH(1-34). This result is based on the water-mediated

mechanism that we developed, and it, thus, can be employed to better un-

derstand how different sites in proteins are susceptible to oxidation to varying

degrees. This is particularly important in the development of formulations for

therapeutic proteins.
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Chapter 6

QM/MM and Free Energy

Simulations of the Oxidation of

Methionine Residues in Aqueous

Solutions, Free Methionine and

Methionine in G-CSF

The free energy barriers of the oxidation of the amino acid methionine in water

and in Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) are analyzed via QM/MM,

constrained molecular dynamics, and transition path sampling simulations. The com-

puted free energy barrier of free methionine amino acid is very close to the measured

value (14.7±1.2 versus 15.5±0.02 kcal/mol). The reaction coordinate was found to

be the difference between the 0-0 bond of H202 and the S-O bond, where the S

is the sulfur atom of the methionine residue. It was confirmed by computing the

commitor probability distribution and the distribution of constrained forces that this

coordinate is not coupled to the activation of other degrees of freedom. The com-

puted free energies of the oxidation of methionine residues in G-CSF indicate that

the protein environment has insignificant effects on the reaction barriers of oxidation.
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This result further validates our proposal that the access of solvent to methionine

sites, as measured by the two-shell water coordination number, governs the kinetics

of the oxidation reaction of methionine groups in a protein molecule. We also found

that the number of hydrogen bonds between the distal oxygen of H202 and the water

molecules near the methionine increases along the reaction coordinate as oxidation

progresses, indicating that the charge separation developed during the SN2 oxidation

by H202 is stabilized by specific interactions with water molecules, such as hydrogen

bonding.

6.1 Motivation

In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated that the mechanism of peroxide induced oxi-

dation of organic sulfides that is consistent with all experimental data is the water-

mediated mechanism, in which water molecules stabilize the developed charge sepa-

ration during the breaking of the 0-0 bond of H202 and the formation of the S-O

bond via specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding. An example of the reaction

path of the new mechanism is shown in Figure 6-1. It can be seen that breaking of

the 0-0 bond of H11202 and the formation of the S-O bond is the rate-limiting step,

not the transfer of a proton as previously thought, since proton transfer occurs after

the transition state, as shown in Figure 6-1. We have also shown that 2-3 water

molecules are enough to stabilize the transition state of oxidation so that additional

water molecules do not lower the barrier of reaction significantly (Chu & Trout, 2004).

Although our mechanism satisfies all available experimental data on oxidation, such

as the measured activation energies and the pH dependence of the rates of oxidation

in the solution, it was developed for small molecules, not proteins, and it does not

treat the dynamics effects of the solvent and protein environment.

We have also shown that 2-3 water molecules are enough to stabilize the tran-

sition state of oxidation so that the computed activation energy is within the range

of the measured data as discussed in Chapter 3. Although our mechanism satisfies

all available experimental data such as the measured activation energies and the pH
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Figure 6-1: A minimum energy path (MEP) for the oxidation of methionine solvated
in a water sphere of 18 A radius. QM atoms are shown in ball and stick representation,

and classical water molecules are shown as grey lines. Box 1 is the reactant cluster
consisting of a free methionine amino acid, hydrogen peroxide, 3 QM water molecules,
and 787 classical water molecules. Box 3 is the transition state, and Box 6 is the
product. The MEP was obtained using the nudged elastic band method described in
Chapter 2.Chapter 2.
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dependence of the rates of oxidation in the solution, it is relevant to small molecules,

not proteins, and it does not treat the dynamics effects of solvent and protein envi-

ronment.

The classical molecular dynamics study of a protein with sites that are susceptible

to oxidation, Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) (Chapter 4), demon-

strated that even sites that appear in x-ray structures to be buried can be accessed

by water. Furthermore, the measured rates of oxidation of these buried sites in G-

CSF and the methionine in hPTH(1-34) are found to correlate well with the water

coordination number, averaged over two solvation shells as shown in Chapter 4 and

in Chapter 5. These together with the results on organic sulfides in Chapter 3, im-

ply that solvent access to methionine sites governs the oxidation process in proteins.

However, it leaves many fundamental questions unanswered, such as:

1. What are the governing degrees of freedom of the oxidation process in solution

for organic sulfides and in proteins?

2. What role does water dynamics play in the oxidation process?

3. What is the mechanism of oxidation of methionine sites in proteins?

This chapter addresses those questions by applying sophisticated theoretical and com-

putational methods on an important therapeutic protein, G-CSF.

The effects of water and the protein molecule on the oxidation of methionine sites

are quantified via employing a combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechan-

ical (QM/MM) Hamiltonian (Das et al., 2002; Gao & Truhlar, 2002). In order to

compute the free energy barrier, constrained MD simulations (Sprik & Ciccotti, 1998)

are performed along a reaction coordinate that was chosen from minimum energy

paths (MEP) (J6nsson et al. , 1998; Chu et al. , 2003). The commitor probabilities

of the configurations at the maximum of the free energy profile are then calculated to

examine rigourously whether or not our hypothesized reaction coordinates are indeed

the correct ones (Du et al. , 1998). In addition to broadening the current knowledge

of the mechanism of oxidation of methionine residues in solution and in proteins, the
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result in this study add to our understanding of the application of transition path

sampling methods for studying complex chemical processes in solution (Bolhuis et al.

, 2000).

6.2 Details of calculations

6.2.1 QM/MM Models for the oxidation of a methionine

amino acid and of methionine residues in G-CSF

In order to study the oxidation reaction in an aqueous environment, we perform com-

bined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations using

all atom models, with at least 5 solvation shells (15 A) of water molecules to solvate

the methionine amino acid and G-CSF. The local region around and including the

site being oxidized is treated via quantum mechanics, and the rest of the system is

treated using classical force fields.

The QM region has 25 QM atoms, including hydrogen peroxide, 3 surrounding

water molecules, the sidechain of the methionine residue being oxidized, and a QM link

atom. It is described by the B3LYP density functional and the 6-31G basis set, using

the GAMESS-UK program (Guest et al. , 1996). This choice of method is convenient

because of the high cost of running dynamics on quantum mechanical systems. It is

also quite accurate compared with higher level ab initio theories as tested on a model

reaction, oxidation of dimethyl sulfide in the gas phase. The difference in activation

energies between an MP4//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) calculation and a B3LYP/6-31G

calculation is only 1.4 kcal/mol.

The classical region is treated using the CHARMM22 all-atom force field (MacK-

erell et al., 1998). The QM/MM boundary is chosen to be in between the o-carbon

and the /3-carbon of the methionine residue. The double-link atom (DLA) method

is used to divide the QM/MM interface, i.e., a QM link atom (hydrogen) is added

to saturate the valence electrons in the QM region, and a classical link atom is also

added to endeavor a net charge of zero in the classical region (Das et al. , 2002).
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All electrostatic interactions between quantum particles, classical particles, and link

atoms at the interface are included with the use of a Gaussian blurr function with

a width of 2 A on the classical link atom to avoid short-distance singularities. This

method has been shown to remove the undesired artifacts related to the electrostatic

properties of a chemical system, such as proton affinity induced by using only one link

atom and by ignoring arbitrarily the electrostatic interactions between the link atoms

and classical particles at the QM/MM interface (Das et al. , 2002). We also compared

the QM/MM system with a full quantum treatment of the oxidation of a methionine

amino acid with three water molecules in the gas phase, and found that the DLA

method is able to reproduce the reaction activation energy within 0.6 kcal/mol.

The van der Waals parameters of the QM atoms are determined via fitting the

QM/MM interaction energies and geometries to full QM results which are optimized

at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level. These properties are used to treat the interaction

between the QM part and the MM part. The model systems include a water dimer

and a cluster of H202 and two water molecules. In the water dimer case, either one

of the two water molecules can be chosen as the QM water, giving two QM/MM

configurations. The TIP3P model is used as the MM force field, and the QM region

is described via the B3LYP/6-31G theory. In the system consisting of H202 and two

water molecules, the H202 molecule is treated quantum mechanically and the two

water molecules are treated classically.

The initial configuration of the free methionine amino acid in the zwitterion form

with hydrogen peroxide and three water molecules is obtained from geometry op-

timizations of gas phase models at 0 K. These configurations are then solvated by

placing them in the center of a pre-equilibrated droplet of TIP3P water with a radius

of 18 A. Overlapping TIP3P water molecules are removed. The final system contains

787 water molecules and 2459 atoms in total. All nonbound electrostatic, QM/MM,

and van der Waals interactions are calculated explicitly without using a cutoff.

The initial configuration of G-CSF is obtained from the X-ray structure, PDB

entry 1CD9 (Aritomi et al. , 1999). From the 2.95 ns trajectory in an earlier study

(Chu et al. , 2004a), a representative frame is chosen and so that the 2 shell water
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coordination numbers (2SWCNs) of methionine residues of the chosen frame are equal

to the averaged value of this property along the trajectory. The protein molecule is

then solvated with a shell of 15 A. The system contains 5280 water molecules and, in

total, 18495 atoms including G-CSF. To make the calculations feasible, a 17 A cutoff

is applied to nonbound interactions with a smooth switch function started at 15 A,

and the nonbound list is updated heuristically during energy minimizations and MD

simulations.

6.2.2 Minimum energy paths of methionine oxidation

A useful approach to gaining insight into chemical and physical processes occurring in

complicated systems is to find a minimum energy path (MEP) connecting two local

minima on the potential energy hyper surface of a system. In addition to snapshots

of a chemical process, the activation energy at 0 K can be obtained from an MEP.

However, for reactions occurring in the liquid state, the dynamics of the solvent can be

important, even governing, and free energies are the meaningful quantities to describe

the processes. Nevertheless, knowledge of the MEP may still be useful in getting an

indication of the underlying reaction coordinate. Moreover, the geometries along the

MEPI can also be used as the starting configuration for dynamic simulations and for

free energy calculations.

The MEPs for the oxidation of free methionine and methionine sites in G-CSF are

thus obtained using the nudged elastic band method (J6nsson et al. , 1998) and a su-

perlinear minimization scheme based on the adapted basis Newton-Raphson method

in CHARMM (Brooks et al. , 1983; Chu et al. , 2003). The details of calculations

are reported in the following paragraph. As shown in the results, it turns out that

the MEPs describe the mechanism correctly, Figure 6-1, and ~=d(O-O)-d(S-O) is the

reaction coordinate of oxidation.

A minimum energy path was generated by the nudged elastic band method us-

ing a superlinear minimization scheme based on the ABNR (adopted basis Newton

Raphson) method (Brooks et al. , 1983). For the case of oxidation of free methion-

ine, 25 replicas were generated to represent the reaction path. The reactant cluster
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(methionine, H2 0 2, and three water molecules) and the product cluster (methionine

sulfoxide and four water molecules) were fully optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G level.

The transition state in the gas phase is similar to the transition state structure in Fig-

ure 1. The calculated energy barrier using B3LYP/6-31G for the gas phase reaction is

11.3 kcal/mol, only 1.4 kcal/mol smaller than that computed at the MP4//B3LYP/6-

31++G(d,p) level (Chu & Trout, 2004). Compared to the measured activation energy

in aqueous solution, AEt=13.2 kcal/mol, the result of B3LYP/6-31G theory is also

reasonable. Therefore, the B3LYP/6-31G method is used to describe the oxidation

of methionine residues in water and in G-CSF.

In order to obtain a MEP for the oxidation of a solvated free methionine using

NEB, the reactant and the product cluster of the solvated system were first fully

relaxed by about 500 ABNR minimizations, until the resulting systems had an RMS

(root mean squared) force of less than 0.02 kcal/mol/A. An initial minimum energy

path in the solvated system was then generated by replicating the whole system 25

times, the intermediate structures being chosen by linearly interpolating between the

minimized reactant and product cluster. The minimum energy path had a similar

reaction pathway to that in the gas phase, i.e., the transfer of proton occurs after

the transition state. Before the transition state, the major component of the reaction

path is the stretch of the 0-0 bond and the formation of the S-O bond. Thus, the

reaction coordinate for the free energy simulation was chosen to be ~=d(O-O)-d(S-O).

Constrained MD simulations for the oxidation of free methionine are performed at

-= -2.0, -1,6, -1.4, -1.2, -1.0, -0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.25, -0.2, and -0.1 A to obtain the free

energy barrier.

6.2.3 Constrained MD simulations and free energy calcula-

tions

The free energy barriers of the oxidation of methionine residues are calculated by

integrating the mean force required to constrain the system at specific values along

the reaction coordinate, =d(O-O)-d(S-O). We have implemented the constraint in
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CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983) using the SHAKE algorithm, and the formula de-

veloped by Sprik et al. (Sprik & Ciccotti, 1998) is used for the correction of the

constraint MD ensemble, ( = ', = 0), to the blue-moon ensemble ( = ').

From the MEPs of oxidation, the reactants have ~ values of between -1.8 and -1.6

A, and the transition states have I values around -0.2 A. Because we are interested

in oxidation, only the forward reaction barrier is calculated, i.e., the constrained

MD simulations are stopped after the transition state is reached. Constrained MD

simulations were performed at 9-10 values of ~ so that the free energy barriers could

be computed via integration.

The G-SCF structure was obtained from the classical MD trajectory in an earlier

study as mentioned in the paper. The protein molecule was first solvated in water

with a solvation shell of 15 A. The solvated system was then equilibrated by the

velocity scaling method every 0.5 ps at 300K for 20 ps with all the atoms of the

protein molecule restrained to their original positions by a spring constant of 200

kcal/mol/A. The transition-state configuration of the oxidant and the three QM water

molecules of freeMet were then placed in the vicinity of different methionine sites via

a best fit procedure to form the initial structure, and any overlapped classical water

molecules were removed. The system was then minimized (until RMS force < 0.01

kcal/mol/A) and heated to (5 ps) and equilibrated at 300K (50 ps) with the QM

energy turned off. The point charges and vdW parameters of H202 and QM water

were set to the classical values during this procedure. During the equilibration, the

positions of H20 2 and the three QM water were fixed, and the a-carbons of G-CSF

were restrained at their original position by a spring constant of 100 kcal/mol/A. The

equilibration procedure was performed in order to remove contacts that the sidechain

atoms may have with the H202 molecule and the three water molecules that will

be treated quantum mechanically later. The equilibrated system was then further

minimized with the aforementioned restraint conditions until the RMS force of the

system was less then 0.01 kcal/mol/A. The QM Hamiltonian was then turned on

and minimized for 500 ABNR steps with the 0-0 and S-O distance restrained at

values around the transition state, 1.95 A and 2.05 A respectively, using a restraint
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spring constant of 5000 kcal/mol/A. The reactant and the product clusters were then

obtained by releasing the restraint around the transition state. Then a MEP of 16

replicas was computed to refine the intermediate states, which were used as initial

configurations for the free energy simulations. The same procedure was applied to all

methionine residues studied in this work, Metl22, Met127, and Met138. Constrained

MD simulations were performed for the oxidation of Met127 and Metl38 at -= -2.0, -

1,6, -1.3, -1.0, -0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2, -0.1, and -0.05 A. For Met122, however, the starting

configuration was ~= -1.6 A, due to its more restricted surrounding environment.

As described above, the starting structures for the MD simulations are chosen from

the replicas on the MEPs. The leap frog (Allen & Tildesley, 1987) integration scheme

is used to propagate MD trajectories of the QM/MM Hamiltonian, and a time step

of 0.001 ps is employed. For each simulation, the system is first heated to 300 K by

randomly assigning velocities from the Boltzmann distribution at an increasing rate

of 30 K/0.05 ps. Next, the system is equilibrated for 0.5 ps by scaling velocities every

0.02 ps if the average temperature is beyond a 300±2 K window. The equilibrated

system is then run for 10 ps, at the chosen value of J at 300 K, and the constraint

forces are recorded. For the freeMet simulation containing 787 water molecules and

2459 atoms, the water molecules with a distance to the origin larger than 9 A are

propagated by Langevin dynamics (Pastor et al., 1988; Loncharich et al. , 1992) with

a collision frequency of 50 ps-1 and a bath temperature at 300 K. For the protein

system, the velocity scaling method is applied at a frequency of every 0.5 ps if the

averaged temperature is beyond a 300±2 K window. Statistical uncertainties of each

simulation are estimated by using the standard asymptotic block-averaging method

(Allen & Tildesley, 1987; ?).

Committor probably and transmission coefficient calculations

In order to examine the effects of the solvent on the oxidation reaction and whether

the chosen ~ is indeed the reaction coordinate, the committor probability distribu-

tion (Du et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 2002) of the ensemble

defined by the value of J at which there is a maximum in the free energy profile is
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Figure 6-2: The free energy profile of the oxidation reaction of a methionine amino

acid solvated in water molecules. The x-axis is the reaction coordinate, (d(O-O)-

d(S-O)) in , and the y-axis is free energy in kcal/mol, obtained by integrating the

mean force along the reaction coordinate from the last 5 ps of the constrained MD

simulations.

computed. 10 structures are randomly selected from the 10 ps trajectory and 20 0.1

ps trajectories are shot from each structure, with velocities randomly assigned from

the Boltzmann distribution at 300 K. In this way, the probability of the structure

going to the product state is obtained. If the ensemble chosen is indeed the transition

state ensemble, the histogram of the committor probabilities should peak at 0.5 (Du

et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 1998; Bolhuis et al. , 2002). This also means that the

chosen reaction coordinate is correct. The transmission coefficient used for correcting

dynamic recrossing events is also obtained, according to the methods of Carter et al.

(Carter et al., 1989).

6.3 Results and discussions

6.3.1 Oxidation of free methionine in water

The free energy profile for the oxidation of a methionine amino acid along ~ is shown

in Figure 6-2. The calculated barrier is 14.7±1.2 kcal/mol, close to the experimentally

measured value of 15.5±0.02 kcal/mol (Chu et al. , 2004b). The maximum of the free

energy profile is located at z= -0.2 A, and proton transfer does not occur during the
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Figure 6-3: The statistics of the transition state ensemble obtained by constrained MD

simulations at ¢= -0.2 A. (a) the probably distribution of the committor probability of

going to the product, PB- In order to compute the committer probability distribution,

20 configurations are randomly chosen from the transition state ensemble. 10 0.1

ps trajectories are then generated for each configuration by randomly assigning the

velocities of particles from the Boltzmann distribution at 300K. From the 10 shooting

trajectories, PB is calculated. The PB distribution is then calculated from the PB'S of

the 20 configurations and is coarse-grained with a bin size of 0.25. (b) the probability

distribution of the constrained forces at = -0.2 A.

10 ps simulation period at this point. On the other hand, proton transfer is observed

during the constrained MD simulation at = -0.1 A, after the transition state (= -0.2

A), during which the constrained forces are predominantly negative. This observation

provides evidence that proton transfer occurs after the system passes the transition

state in an aqueous solution (Chu & Trout, 2004).

The committor probability distribution at =-0.2 A is shown in Figure 6-3. It

indeed peaks at 0.5, suggesting that the chosen reaction coordinate has not coupled

to the activation of other degrees of freedom. In other words, =d(O-O)-d(S-O) is

the representative reaction coordinate to describe the oxidation reaction. Moreover,

the transmission coefficient is calculated to be 0.7 from the shooting trajectories,
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indicating that recrossing due to the interaction with the solvent environment has

only a small effect on the reaction barrier.

In addition to the commitor probability distribution, the constrained forces during

the dynamics also contain information about the coupling of the constrained degree

of freedom to the surrounding environment (Gertner et al. , 1987; Gertner et al. ,

1989; Haynes et al. , 1994; Haynes & Voth, 1995; Nam et al. , 2004). The distribution

of constraint forces during the 10 ps simulation is shown in Figure 6-3. It can be seen

that the constraint force has a symmetric, Gaussian distribution centered at zero.

Although the forces acting on the reaction coordinate at the transition state depend

on the dynamics of the surrounding molecules, the distribution in Figure 6-3 suggests

that the activation of variables other than 5 is not involved in the oxidation process.

If the activation of a different coordinate was involved, a different type of distribution

of constraint; forces would likely result, for example, a distribution with a minimum

centered at zero (Bolhuis et al. , 1998). Our analysis of Figure 6-3 leads to the idea

that the distribution of constrained forces in an MD simulation can be used as a

very quick way of testing whether or not degrees of freedom other than the chosen

constrained coordinate are likely to play a role in the reaction. Note, however, that if

the transmission coefficient is desired, trajectories from the transition state are still

necessary.

As indicated in our previoous study (Chu & Trout, 2004), the charge separation

developed during the breaking of the 0-0 bond of H20 2 and the formation of the

S-O bond is to a large degree responsible for the reaction barrier for the oxidation

of' methionine by H20 2. For example, in the transition state shown in Figure 6-1,

the distal oxygen atom, denoted as 02 in Figure 6-1, becomes more negative and

the transferring oxygen, denoted as 01 Figure 6-1, becomes less negative than the

oxygen atoms of H2 02 in the reactant state (Chu & Trout, 2004). The major role of

solvent molecules is to stabilize the charge separation via specific interactions such as

hydrogen bonding.

We may wish to ask then, how the number of HB's changes along the reaction

coordinate. The average number of HB's between the distal oxygen atom (the 02
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atom as shown in Figure 6-1) and the hydrogen atoms of surrounding water molecules

are plotted along the reaction coordinate in Figure 6-4. The criterion for an HB is

that the hydrogen atom of a water molecule must be within 2.0 A of the distal oxygen

atom, 02. As expected, HB increases from the reactant state to the transition state

along the reaction coordinate by about 1.5 HBs. Note that the surrounding QM

water molecules form only at most 2 HBs with 02 in all of simulations; an HB

value higher than 2 indicates that classical water molecules are also involved in the

specific interactions with 02. The MD trajectories themselves also indicate that

mobile classical water molecules can interact specifically with the H202 molecule and

can also exchange with the QM water molecules surrounding H202. Although is

the governing degree of freedom, solvent molecules still participate in the reaction

and respond to the change of electronic properties of the system.

6.3.2 Oxidation of methionine residues in G-CSF

Experimental data shows that the four methionine residues of G-CSF are oxidized

with different rates in the following order: Metl>Met138>Met127>Met122 (Lu et al.

,1999; Chu et al. , 2004a). The locations of the methionine residues in G-CSF are

shown in Figure ??. Among the three methionine residues studied in this work,

Met122 is the most buried one, being located in one of the four helices of G-CSF (see

Figure ??), and has the lowest rate of oxidation. Met127 is the first residue of the

helix in which Met122 resides and is thus more exposed than Met122. It is oxidized 2.4

times faster than Met122. Met138, on the other hand, is located in a loop connecting

two helices and is the second most exposed residue among the four Met groups of

G-CSF, being oxidized 2 times faster than Met127. We have demonstrated from

classical MD simulations and from experiments that the relative rates of oxidation

of methionine residues by H202 in G-CSF can be quantified accurately by two shell

water coordination nnumber, 2SWCN (Chu et al. , 2004a). The correspondence

between a conformational property that measures the degree to which solvent accesses

a methionine site and the rate of oxidation of that site suggests that the major factor

that determines the rates of oxidation of methionine is the extent of exposure to
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Figure 6-4: The average number of hydrogen bonds (HB's) between the 02 atom of
H202 (Figure 6-1) and the hydrogen atoms of water molecules along the oxidation
reaction. The x-axis is the reaction coordinate, =d(O-O)-d(S-O), and the y-axis is
the average number of HBs calculated from the 10 ps trajectory.
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Figure 6-5: The local environment of Met122, Met127, and Met138 of G-CSF. The

methionine residue, hydrogen peroxide, and QM water molecules are shown in a ball

and stick representation. The residues within 6 A of a methionine residue is shown

in a licorice representation.

solvent molecules, but not the protein environment. This observation is also consistent

with the oxidation mechanism that we proposed, that 2-3 water molecules are needed

to stabilize the transition state of the oxidation reaction (Chu et al. , 2004a). This

hypothesis is now examined via computing the free energy barriers of Met122, Met127,

and Met138 in G-CSF.

Details of the local environment of Met122, Met127, Met138 are shown in Fig-

ure 6-5. Met122 is located in a hydrophobic core composed of Ser77, Ala78, Trpll9,

Leu125, and Met127. Metl27 is at the beginning of a 20 residue helix and is sur-

rounded by Metl, Leu72, Ala73, and Metl22. Met138 is surrounded by Leu85, Lue89,

and Gln135 and the loop region in which it resides has high flexibility (Chu et al. ,

2004a). Generally speaking, the local environments of methionine residues in G-CSF
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Figure 6-6: The free energy profiles of the oxidation of methionine residues in G-

CSF. The x-axis is the reaction coordinate, =(d(O-O)-d(S-O)), in A, and the y-axis

is free energy in kcal/mol, obtained by integrating the mean force along the reaction

coordinate from the last 5 ps of the constrained MD simulations.

Table 6.1: Activation free energies (kcal/mol) of free methionine in water and me-

thionine in (IG-CSF

Methionine AF (kcal/mol)
freeMet 14.70±1.22
Metl22 14.93±1.70
Metl27 16.45±1.75
Met138 16.38±1.25

are hydrophobic and provide various degrees of spatial restriction. Concepts of spatial

restriction have been used to address the enzymatic activity of proteins (Garcia-Viloca

et al. , 2004).. To our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to examine the effects

of spatial restriction of a protein molecule on the barriers of chemical reactions of the

protein itself.

The free energy profiles of the oxidation of different methionine residues in G-

CSF obtained by constrained MD simulations are shown in Figure 6-6, and the free

energy barriers are listed in Table 6.1. The activation free energies of the three

methionine residues are equivalent within statistical uncertainties, indicating that

the reaction barriers are indeed not sensitive to the different environments around

different methionine sites, once the reactants are near each other.
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The HB's between the distal oxygen and the hydrogen atoms of water molecules

along the reaction coordinate are shown in Figure 6-4 for the different methionine

residues. For Met122, the distal oxygen of H202 has almost no HB's with water

molecules in the reactant state, an indication of the restricted access to its environ-

ment. As the reaction progresses, the number of HB's on the distal oxygen increases,

reaching a value of 1.8 at the transition state. Both QM and MM water molecules

are involved in the hydrogen bonding with H202.

For Met127 and Met138, the access to solvent molecules is not restricted as much

as for Met122, and therefore the number of HBs on the distal oxygen of H202 in the

reactant state of each of these is higher than that for Met122. Along the reaction

coordinate, the number of HBs on the distal oxygen also increases, reaching a value

of about 2.0 at the transition state, slightly less than that of the freeMet case, but

enough such that the reaction barriers are stabilized to the reaction barrier of freeMet.

The above results show that as long as 2-3 water molecules are present around

buried methionine sites, the reaction barrier is similar to that of free methionine.

The solvent accesses spatially restricted residues via thermo fluctuations, explaining

the excellent correlation between 2SWCNs and oxidation rate constants (Chu et al. ,

2004a). If different environments of methionine sites in the protein molecule affected

the reaction barrier in a specific manner, such a correlation would not occur. The

key element of the oxidation mechanism is that the ensuing charge separation of the

transition state complex during oxidation is stabilized by 2-3 water molecules. Our

results do not rule out the possibility that polar atoms of protein molecules could

play the role of stabilization via specific interactions if they are close to the sulfur

atom in methionine. For G-CSF, however, this arrangement was not observed, and

in fact, such a possibility would seem to be rare, at best, because of the tendency for

hydrophobic residues to be present in protein cores.
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Summary and Conclusions

In this work, QM/MM and constrained MD simulations are employed to study the

oxidation of the amino acid methionine by H202 in an aqueous environment and in G-

CSF. The computed reaction free energy of free methionine is very close to the value

that we measured. The reaction coordinate, governing degree of freedom, was found

to be =d(O-O)-d(S-O). That this is truly the reaction coordinate was verified by

computing the commitor probability distribution and the distribution of constrained

forces at the maximum of the free energy profile, as shown in Figure 6-3.

This study is the first to explore the effects of both solvent and protein environment

on the oxidation reaction of the amino acid methionine using detailed molecular

theoretical nm-etLhods. We found that the reaction barriers of oxidation do not depend

on different protein environments surrounding each methionine site in G-CSF. This is

consistent with the observation in an earlier study that the measured rates of oxidation

correlate with the two shell water coordination number of different methionine sites

(Chu et al. , 2004a). The hydrogen bonds between the distal oxygen of H202 and

the hydrogen atoms of water molecules are shown to increase along the reaction

coordinate, indicating that the charge separation developed during the SN2 oxidation

of methionine by H20 2 is stabilized by specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding,

with water molecules, even for the most spatially restricted residue of G-CSF, Metl22. .

The results of this study lead to an enhanced mechanistic understanding of the

oxidation of proteins and should be useful in designing ways to control protein oxi-

dation by peroxides. They also add to our knowledge of how complex environments

affect chemical reactions.
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Chapter 7

A Comprehensive Picture of

"Non-Site Specific" Oxidation of

Methionine Residues by Peroxides

in Protein Pharmaceuticals

In this chapter, a comprehensive picture of the oxidation of protein pharmaceuticals

by peroxides is developed based on the studies that are reported in earlier chapters.

We propose a new mechanism, the water-mediated mechanism, for the oxidation of

methionine residues, and it has been shown (Chapter 3) to satisfy all available ex-

perimental data. Based on the water-mediated mechanism, we found a structural

property, average 2-shell water coordination number, that correlates well to the rel-

ative rates of oxidation of methionine groups. This was used to study the oxidation

of' Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) in Chapter 4 and 1-34 human

parathyroid hormone hPTH(1-34) in Chapter 5. We believe that this comprehen-

sive picture should aid researchers in the pharmaceutical sciences to develop solvent

formulations for therapeutic proteins in a more rational way.
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7.1 Background

Control of oxidation is a critical issue for protein pharmaceuticals. Formulating pro-

teins in aqueous solutions is preferred, and significant effort is expended to develop

formulations that will stabilize protein pharmaceuticals against oxidation (Cleland

et al., 1993; Cleland & Langer, 1994; Shahrokh, 1997; Wang, 1999). An understand-

ing of the mechanisms of oxidation processes, in addition to the reasons for which

different sites in each protein are susceptible to oxidation to different degrees would

aid in the development of protein formulations. Each of the earlier chapters has ad-

dressed different pieces of the mechanistic puzzle. This chapter puts together the

various pieces into a comprehensive picture of non-site specific oxidation.

Non-site-specific reactions refer to oxidation enhanced by oxidants such as per-

oxides or upon exposure to light (Matheson et al. , 1979; Vogt, 1995; Levine et al.

, 1996; Yao et al. , 1996; Gao et al. , 1998; Patten et al. , 1999; Yin et al. , 2000),

and this thisis focuses on peroxides, for which methionine is the most liable residue.

Peroxides can be introduced into a protein formulation through many routes (Cleland

et al. , 1993; Li et al. , 1995; Wang, 1999; Meyer et al. , 2002), and forced oxidation

via peroxides is the most common procedure used by formulation scientists in order

to understand the oxidation of methionine in proteins. (Matheson et al. , 1979; Vogt,

1995; Levine et al. , 1996; Yao et al. , 1996; Gao et al. , 1998; Patten et al. , 1999;

Yin et al. , 2000; Griffiths & Cooney, 2002).

The oxidation of methionine by peroxides has historically been hypothesized as

proceeding via an acid-catalyzed mechanism (Dankleff et al. , 1968; Curci et al. ,

1970; Bach et al. , 1991; Nguyan et al. , 1993; Nguyan, 1994; Bach et al. , 1994; Li
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et al., 1995; Okajima, 2001; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001):

0

H

H-Ac.
H

/
-0 - * R 1SOR 2 + H 2 0 + HA (7.1)

R1 SR2

where HA is a general acid, for example, a water molecule. HA was thought to serve

as an intermediate agent to facilitate the hypothesized rate-limiting step of oxidation,

transfer of proton from the transferring oxygen atom to the distal oxygen atom, as

shown in Eq.(7.1). A further modification of this mechanism was based on ab initio

calculations that show that the barrier to Eq. 7.1 is too high (Bach et al. , 1991; Bach

et al. , 1994; Okajima, 2001; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001):

H/
* R1SOHR2 + 2 H20 (7.2)

RSR

Since these proposals were made, however, experimental studies determined that

the oxidation rates of organic sulfides, such as dimethyl sulfide, do not exhibit a

significant pH dependence between pH=2-10 as expected. (Note that the effect of

pH only becomes significant at pH=1 (Amels et al. , 1997), and thus, the mechanism

in Eq. 7.2 is valid, at best, only at a very low pH value.) Protein formulations are
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designed to be at or near the pH at which the protein has maximum stability, usually

between pH=4.5-7.5 (Powell, 1996). Therefore, the question remains: what is the

mechanism of oxidation at intermediate values of pH?

Linked to this general question is another unknown: why are different methionine

residues in a protein oxidized at different rates? As a simple example, methionine

residues on the surface of a protein are oxidized at higher rates than the buried ones

(Nguyan et al., 1993; Powell, 1996; Nabichi et al., 1998; Lu et al., 1999; Griffiths &

Cooney, 2002; Meyer et al. , 2002). A obvious explanation is that the rate of oxidation

is governed by the accessibility of the sites to oxidants. An typical measure of this is

solvent accessible area (Lee & Richards, 1971) calculated from X-ray structures. This

measure, however, is inconsistent with basic oxidation data. For example, the solvent

accessible areas of partially buried methionine residues, Met122, Met127, and Met138

of Granulocyte Colony-Stimulating Factor (G-CSF) are zero, but these residues are

still vulnerable to oxidation (Chu et al. , 2004a). Solvent accessible areas also fail

to explain the oxidation rates of different methionine residues for ac-1 antitrypsin

(Griffiths & Cooney, 2002). Therefore, in order to understand oxidation, a structural

property that can be linked better to the susceptibility of different sites to oxidation

needs to be identified (Meyer et al. , 2002).

7.2 Mechanistic understanding of oxidation

Because of the inconsistencies of the acid-catalyzed mechanism ( Eq. (7. 1) and Eq. (7.2)),

the non-site specific oxidation was investigated theoretically in Chapter 3. It was

found that what governs the barrier to the oxidation reaction is not the transfer of

protons but the charge separation at the transition state developed during the break-

ing of the 0-0 bond of H2 02 and the formation of S-O bond. Figure 7-1 clearly shows

that proton transfer does not play a role in the process up to the transition state, as

the acid-catalyzed mechanism would require (Dankleff et al., 1968; Curci et al., 1970;

Bach et al., 1991; Nguyan et al., 1993; Nguyan, 1994; Bach et al., 1994; Li et al.,

1995; Okajima, 2001; Ottolina & Carrea, 2001). It was also found in Chpater 3 that
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Reactant Transition State

Figure 7-1: The reactant and transition state configurations during the oxidation of
methionine by H20 2. The charge separation at the transition state is shown as "+"
and "-". "+" denotes a positively charged atom and "-" for a negative atomic charge.
The size of the symbol indicates the relative magnitude of the charge.

2-3 water molecules stabilize the charge separation at the transition state by specific

interactions, such as hydrogen bonding (Figure 7-1). Figure 7-2 shows the computed

activation energies as a function of the number of water molecules that stabilize the

transition state during oxidation. From these data, we conclude that water molecules

can adequately stabilize the transition state and that 2-3 water molecules are suf-

ficient. We call the oxidation mechanism based on Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 the

"water-mediated" mechanism. It is consistent with all available experimental data

such as the activation energies of oxidation and the pH dependence of the rates of

oxidation ()ankleff et al., 1968; Amels et al., 1997).

The water-mediated mechanism implies that the rate of oxidation of fully exposed

sites should not be a strong function of pH. The rates of oxidation of the amino acid

methionine (free methionine) in an aqueous solution at different pH values shown in

Figure 5-1 indicate that the rates are indeed nearly pH independent between pH=2-8;

an increase in the rate of oxidation is seen only at a very low pH of 1. These data

provides additional verification of the water-mediated mechanism for pH=2-8.
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Figure 7-2: The activation energies of oxidation of dimethyl sulfide by H2 02 as a
function of the number of surrounding water molecules.

7.3 Structural properties and the rates of oxida-

tion

Since solvent accessible areas based on static X-ray structures do not correlate well to

oxidation, an alternative property that better describes the susceptibility of different

sites to oxidation needs to be found. Based on the water-mediated mechanism, water

molecules play an essential role in the oxidation of methionine in a specific manner,

and thus they need to be taken into account explicitly. Therefore, we hypothesize

that the average number of water molecules within 2 solvation shells govern the rates

of oxidation. Despite what the structural data from X-ray studies imply, even buried

residues should have a non-zero average number of water molecules because of thermal

fluctuations manifest in the dynamic motion of the water molecules and the protein.

Since it is difficult to directly follow the dynamics of proteins experimentally, we used

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to sample the protein and solvent structures

and compute the average of 2-shell water coordination numbers, 2SWCN's. The

explicit definition of 2SWCN is shown in Figure 7-3. It is the number of water

molecules within a 5.5 A (2 solvation shells) cutoff distance from the sulfur atom.

We have investigated the solvation dynamics of two proteins, G-CSF in Chapter 4
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Figure 7-3: A representation of the two-shell water coordination number of the sulfur
atom of an methionine amino acid. Grey lines are water molecules.

and hPTH(1-34) in Chapter 5, and we found that the average 2SWCN correlates

well to the rates of oxidation. The correlation of the average 2SWCN to the rates of

oxidation of methionine residues is shown in Figure 4-11 for G-CSF and Table 5.2 for

hPTH(1-34). Note that the four methionine residues of G-CSF have very different

rates of oxidation and each has a different pH dependence, but the 2SWCN's can

still capture well the difference among partially buried methionine residues and to a

lesser degree the pH dependence of rates of oxidation. For hPTH(1-34), the relative

rates of oxidation between Met8 and Met18 can also be quantified accurately using

the average 2SWCN's with proper sampling of the peptide conformation.

The above results indicate that the degrees of access of water molecules governs the

oxidation reaction, consistent with our proposed water-mediated mechanism. It also

indicates that the protein environment surrounding a methionine site affects oxidation

via spatial restriction to the access to water but does not affect the reaction in a spe-

cific manner. We confirmed this mechanism for G-CSF via computing the activation

free energy of the partially buried methionine residues in G-CSF and free methion-

ine using combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical calculations and

constrained molecular dynamics simulations in Chapter 6. The results reported in

Table 6.1 indicate that reaction barriers for Met122, Met127, and Met138 of G-CSF

are indeed equivalent (- 15 kcal/mol) to the activation free energy of free methionine
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when water molecules are present. Our results do not rule out the possibility that

polar atoms of protein molecules could also help to stabilize the transition state via

specific interactions, if they are close to the sulfur atom in methionine. For G-CSF,

however, stabilization of the transition state by polar residues was not observed in the

simulations, and in fact, such interactions would be unlikely because of the tendency

for hydrophobic residues to be present in protein cores. To our knowledge, the above

analyzes are the first attempt to investigate the relation between protein conforma-

tion and methionine oxidation from first principles. They provide additional support

to the water-mediated mechanism, in addition to a means to predict which residues

of a given protein might be most susceptible to oxidation.

7.4 A comprehensive picture of non-site specific

oxidation and the effects of excipients

A summary of our comprehensive picture of non-site specific oxidation is:

1. For an intermediate range of pH, 0-0 bond breaking and S-O bond formation

are the governing degrees of freedom for the oxidation of methionine sites by

hydrogen peroxide, not proton transfer.

2. As these bonds break or form, there ensues a partial charge separation, which is

destabilizing. Specific interactions of water molecules with the partial charges

of the transition state help to stabilize it and thus lower the barrier to oxidation.

3. Because water molecules lower the barrier to oxidation, the degree to which they

can access methionine governs the rate of oxidation. This can be quantified by

the 2 shell water coordination number, which is the average number of water

molecules within 5.5 A.

4. Principles 1-3 above describe the "water mediated" mechanism, which should

be applicable for oxidation between roughly pH 2-8. At lower values of the
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pH, we hypothesize that the "acid-catalyzed" mechanism starts to contribute

to oxidation.

5. For buried methionine groups, in the example of G-CSF, the protein environ-

ment does not affect the barrier to oxidation. We anticipate that only the

presence of polar groups very close to the sulfur in methionine will affect this

barrier and that such a configuration is unlikely to occur in proteins.

6. For methionine groups on the surface of proteins, acid groups that are close to

the methionine could increase the value of the pH at which the acid-catalyzed

mechanism starts to become important, as in the case of hPTH(1-34).

We believe that this comprehensive picture that we have developed could aid

pharmaceutical sciences in terms of developing in a more rational manner solvent

formulations that protect therapeutic proteins against oxidation, in addition to be-

ing able to predict which sites in a protein might be most susceptible to oxidation.

Currently, there are very few publications on the mechanistic basis for effects of ex-

cipients on the oxidation of methionine in proteins (DePaz et al. , 2000; Yin et al.

2004b; Yin et al. , 2004a). This new water-mediated mechanism of oxidation not

only resolves the inconsistencies with the traditional acid-catalyzed mechanism but

also provides the tools for rational formulation design.
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Chapter 8

Recommended Future Work

8.1 Effects of polar residues on oxidation

When polar amino acids, such as Glu, Asp, Gln, Asn, His, etc., are present around

a methionine residue, they can participate in stabilizing the charge separation of

the oxidation transition state caused by peroxides. When this kind of configuration

occurs, this particular methionine site becomes a hot spot for oxidation, and needs

special treatment. In order to be able to identify oxidation hot spots according to

protein sequence or tertiary structure, the mechanisms of how polar residues affect

oxidation need to be quantified. For example, questions that could be addressed

are: how close does a polar residue need to be to affect oxidation, how much can

a polar residue change the rate of oxidation and why, and what kind of structures

could facilitate such effects? If these questions can be answered systematically, the

answers could be useful as a basis for developing the second generation of products

via improving the stability of a protein pharmaceutical on the market. The hierarchy

of procedures in tackling the problems of oxidation developed in this thesis can be

employed straightforwardly for this purpose.
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8.2 Quantify the effects of excipient molecules on

protein conformation and on oxidation

Based on the structure/oxidation relationship using average 2-shell water coordina-

tion numbers to correlate the rates of oxidation, one possible strategy of controlling

oxidation is to modulate protein conformation via adding excipient molecules. It can

be expected that the design aspects would depend on the properties of the individual

protein molecule and how it interacts with excipient. Therefore, a thorough knowl-

edge of protein dynamics and excipient effects is necessary to employ such a strategy

in a systematic manner. For example, questions such as how can the conformation

of a protein molecule be affected by excipients and to what extent needs to be un-

derstood. These questions are nontrivial challenges for both theory and experiment,

and using molecular simulations could bridge the gap. Particularly, simulation tech-

niques, such as self-guided molecular dynamics and replica exchange MD, that enable

efficient sampling of protein conformation can be very useful. These, combined with

experimental studies and validations, can be helpful to improve the current status of

stabilization against oxidation.

8.3 Investigate other types of oxidative instabili-

ties

There are several other oxidation pathways by which proteins can be degraded that

need to be controlled in a formulation. Typical examples include photo-catalyzed

oxidation by singlet oxygen, oxidation caused by the superoxide radical, and metal-

catalyzed oxidation caused by the hydroxyl radical. The mechanism of each pathway

and the relevant amino acid sidechains involved need to be identified. As demon-

strated in this thesis, the existing pictures of oxidation can be misleading, and more

detailed analyses are necessary, especially when the current mechanisms are mostly

conceptual. Furthermore, the relationships between oxidation chemistry and protein
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structure are still not clear, and it is difficult to measure directly such essential infor-

mation. Ab initio methods, based on molecular orbitals or density functional theories

together with the reaction pathway method that is developed in this thesis and free

energy simulations, are suitable methodologies to elucidate and quantify these mech-

anisms and the effects of protein conformations. New stabilization strategies could

also be invented given a more detailed understanding of these processes.

8.4 Integrated design of formulation

Although the focus is on oxidation, protein molecules in a formulation can be affected

by many degradation pathways simultaneously. Major degradation pathways other

than oxidation include unfolding, aggregation, and deamidation. It is indeed crucial

to have a mechanistic understanding of each pathway in order to design protein for-

mulations with a rationale, but it is also necessary to incorporate strategies against

different degradation pathways all together in a systematic manner. As a result, in

addition to the understanding of each degradation process, the interplay among these

physical and chemical stresses also needs to be elucidated. For instance, adding pref-

erential exclusion excipients has been used as a strategy to prevent protein unfolding,

and adding surfactants is often used to prevent aggregation. These additives can

also affect oxidation in a specific manner by modulating the protein conformation,

as pointed out in Chapter 7, and it would be ideal to have a design procedure to

incorporate these effects in an automatic and self-consistent manner, i.e., when op-

timizing the stability of one degradation pathway such as protein aggregation, the

effects on oxidation should also be controlled. Another example is the aggregation

induced by forming intermolecular disulfide bonds. The oxidation of the amino acid

cysteine may cause aggregation as well, and this has been found to be a serious prob-

lem for G-CSF. There also exists evidence that chemical modifications of a protein

molecule are related to protein unfolding and aggregation. Therefore, the connection

of different degradation pathways and protein-protein interactions are also important

issues that need to be understood in order to maintain protein stability. Molecular
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simulations can be used to study different aspects of these problems in great detail

and thus can be very helpful in order to achieve an integrated approach to the design

of formulations.
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